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Remaining in a blacked out state, all sounds from the courtyard soon
fade away into the background, followed by nothing but silence.

(Modest pause)

Then, while still in the grasp of the deafening quiet void, a single sound rings out from up ahead.

The sound of a whale’s call.

Coming to seconds later, the sounds of the whale get closer, and more
clear, and upon slowly opening your eyes (screen flickers with the eye lids),

find yourself looking upwards towards a ceiling, of which has a sizable circular
window within it, giving view to the very whale you’ve been hearing, slowly

moving past overhead.

Sitting upright shortly after that, you see you’ve arisen from laying
on a bed, and as you look straight ahead, pear out through another

window along the wall, where you see the extents of Rapture
stretching on all across its view.

Turning to your right moments later, you take in the finer details of the room
around you, with the wallpaper and dresser you observe at first giving off

the to be expected 1960's decor Rapture is known for.

However, as you continue to turn, you then locate a nightstand next to the
bed, and as you lean over to it, focus in on a picture frame sitting atop it.

Slightly shattered across the middle, you see it contains a photo
of yourself as a little girl, with your mother, Sofia Lamb by your side.

Though, rather than be the original image, you see Sofia’s head is actually
a cut out from another picture, of which has been taped on, covering

the first that had been crossed out via several scratch marks.

(Note: A Rapture Tribune issue can be seen later on the floor with a headline story
covering Sofia’s imprisonment, and a profile picture of her with its head cut out)

Leaning in even closer, you move to pick it up, and as you do, move your
child age hands into view, with the glass on the frame reflecting your seven

year old face across it a moment after that.

Young Eleanor (The Player)
(Neutral expression turns to slight sadness)

Caught in a moment, you then hear a slight thud sound come from the room next store, and
as it breaks your concentration (slight camera turn to the sound, then back to the frame), you

place the frame back onto the nightstand, followed by properly moving off of the bed to
explore the rest of the room (player regains complete control).



Now on your feet, you pass past the door out (not locked, but the player
is never given a prompt to open it due to sequence reasons) and move

over to the other side of the room, and as you look upon another
table, find your trusty “Mr. Diary” audio diary laying atop it.

Still in perfect condition, save for the “Mr. Diary” label written in marker
across its upper portion, you only take notice of it (also not interactable at
this time) as you continue to move around the room, and upon reaching

the corner space to the right of the bed (from where player started
on it), you locate a vent.

But rather than just be a normal vent, with a normal metal grating
covering it, you discover a much more protective looking apparatus in

its place.  Though, as you get closer to investigate, you have little
trouble popping open its main mechanical box, of which contains

a series of wires (done once interacted with by the player).

Re-routing several of the wires shortly thereafter (a short, simplified
version of BioShock 1’s hacking mini-game is played by the player),
the heftier grating soon swings away, exposing the vent way to you.

Crouching down even further to enter into it, you traverse for a
few moments before hearing the vent grate swing back down, closing
you inside, and though this does little to deter your explorative spirit,

you soon hear the sounds of movement from a far, followed by
the door in the room quickly swinging open.

Grace Holloway
(Urgent)
“Ele?!”

“Little Ele?!”
(Takes a few steps further into the room)

“(Slight gasp)”
(While leaving the room in a slight panic)

“(To herself) No, no, no... (Tired annoyance/hint of worry) Not again...”

With Grace leaving the room in a hurry, you proceed down the rest of the
vent seconds later, of which is mostly uneventful.  That is, until faint sounds
of what appears to be several people talking start to emerge, followed by

what seems to be a melody of some kind in the background.

Continuing on further still, and the sounds get louder, and as you
reach the first new grating that leads into another space, you begin
to look out and downward (vent runs across the ceiling), where you
find one Stanley Poole, half drunk, and conversing with what look

to be other party goers.



Stanley Poole
(Slightly slurred)

(Slight stumble towards nearby party goers)
“H-hey ladies... (stops moving towards them/corrects himself,

puts arm around one of them)... wanna see what Dionysus really
has to offer?...  I know all of that crazed Lamb’s little secrets...

(Subtle hiccup)

Woman (One Poole put his arm around)
”(Disgusted gasp)”

(Modestly shoves him away)

Other Woman
(Finishes a smoke, blows it in Poole’s direction)

(Chuckles)
“Save it for your editorials... journo...”

(Begins to walk away with the other woman)

Poole
“(Annoyed) Agh...”

(Waves right hand downward as they move out of sight)
(Stumbles around some more)
(Moves to grab a nearby glass)

(Takes a modest chug)
(Slams glass down to the ground)

(Walks out of sight)

Looking to walk into an adjacent room, you use the vent to
follow, and upon reaching the next space, find Poole has taken a seat
at a table surrounded by more empty tables, all with a mess of more

empty/half empty glasses, dirty plates, and an assortment of other party
items scattered about (streamers, balloons, more glasses, some broken).

Observing the vent area around you at the same time, and you also locate another
mechanical box, of which has a series of wires leading out of it that then feed up into
the overhead portion of the vent and out of sight, though with the last viewable inch

being seen moving towards the space Poole is in.

Giving in to your curiosity yet again (player choice), you decide to tinker
with the box, and upon re-routing another series of wires, watch as a fixture

in the ceiling, which was flush before, begin to quietly descend, giving
sight to what can only be described as a miniature turret.

Thinking it to be part of a booby trap system your mother had installed to
safe guard Dionysus Park (a first attempt at least), but was never fully finished due to her
untimely incarceration, you turn your attention back to the wire box, where you make one
final assessment, leading you to conclude one more re-route could set it off, thus bringing
about an untimely downfall for Poole himself (when interacted with after the first re-routing

one final loose wire end will be visible, along with one empty connection point).



Observing a pause for contemplation, you stare over the wire box for some time, until ultimately, you decide to not
connect the final wire (player choice, with the death of Poole causing the sequence to continue and end differently,

while sparing him gives the achievement labeled “Sparing an Iscariot”), and as you release the final loose wire
from your grasp, watch Poole then slowly stumble his way out of the space and into the next.

Giving chase yet again, you soon find the vent weaves in numerous directions as it
makes its way around several other spaces, though as you look through each of the

respected grates to the spaces, find no trace of the drunkard.

Continuing on for another few moments, you begin to think your prospects of finding Poole
have been dashed for good.  Yet, upon rounding one more corner, you reach a stretch of venting
that runs across the lower area of another room, a mechanical/plumbing area by the looks of it.

And though nothing too note worthy at first (besides possibly being the space Poole later uses to
commit his flooding purge of the Park, as revealed during BioShock 2) you soon hear the telltale

grunting and hiccups only Poole could produce coming from just out of sight within it.

Poole
(Slightly stumbles into the room)

(Begins to brood over the machinery and valves)

Also noticing the vent way leads no where else but a dead end up ahead, you
contemplate once again, and upon making up your mind, decide to pass through
the grate, so as to confront the man you suspect had the biggest hand in causing

the separation of you from your mother, among other things.

Poole
(Keeps brooding over the machinery)

Young Eleanor
(Once close enough, enters into a interaction animation/sequence)

“Monstrous snake!”

Poole
“W-wha-”

(Starts to turn around, still in a daze)

Young Eleanor
(Begins to pull on Poole’s left hand, causing him to fully turn around to you)

“I’m gonna tell Mum what you’ve done!”
(Keeps tugging at his arm)

Poole
“Agh... Why you little...”

(Tries to get free, to no avail)
“Let... go...”

Young Eleanor
“Not unless you make things right!  Or else!”

Poole
(Struggles for another few moments, then relents somewhat in trying to
shake free, then looks around slightly as he contemplates something)

“(Nervous) Uh... (slight hiccup)... (Turns to you, gains some confidence) “Oh yeah?”
(Winds up his free right hand)

“Then here you go kid...”

A split second later, Poole connects a swift right jab across your temple,
knocking you out nearly instantly (seen falling to the floor for a brief moment).



With all sounds once again echoing away moments later, you fall back
into the grips of absolute darkness, followed by you appearing to come to,

albeit in a semi-conscious state, some moments later.

Young Eleanor
(Muffled, inaudible talking in the background, gets louder over time)

(Screen fades in and out as her eyelids slowly attempt to open)
(Right side of the screen becomes more clear

as only the right eye stays semi-open)

Partially able to see now, you find yourself laying on your side, on the ground, and
as you look out, observe a crudely erected cage like structure surrounding you.

Just barely managing to keep awake, you then look past your enclosure and
towards a door on the other side of the space, followed by the conversation

taking place just beyond it becoming discernible to you.

Poole
(Normal speech)

(Out of sight, though his shadow can be seen
across the wall in the hallway the door leads into)
(Shadow shows him facing away from the door)

(Gestures hand towards someone out of complete view)
“You know, I, ah, (slight chuckle) don’t think you’ll ever

truly know how much this means to me...”

Unknown Man
(His shadow walks into view, stopping next to Poole’s)

(Makes a kindly gesture that he stop speaking)
“(Elongated) Oh...”

(Takes out what looks to be a wad of cash, flips through it)
“I believe my gauge isn’t too far off...”

Not needing to hear anything else from the man, you quickly identify
the voice as belonging to none other than Sander Cohen himself.

Sander Cohen
(Continues)

“...And besides, never have I surveyed such potential
as the canvas you may have just bestowed upon me.”

(Moves arm behind him, snaps figures)
(Shadow of another man, bulky in build, walks into view behind him)

(Cohen walks past Poole, with the man trailing him)
(While walking past the doorway)

“(More to himself) For nothing, not even here, lasts forever.”
(Moves out of sight)

Poole
(Moves into the doorway to take a peek at you)

Due to your position on the floor and nearly comatose state, Poole believes you to be unaware
of what’s going on, and only displays a brief smirk before moving back out of sight, followed by the
the man Cohen called for entering into the space, where he proceeds to take you out of the cage.



Continuing to play possum, save for your partially opened right eye, the man opens the cage
and proceeds to grab you, placing you over his shoulder, with your view now looking at what

lie behind him as he begins to move out of the space.

Going at a lumbering pace, you soon enter into the hallway, where
you catch one last glance of Poole at its end as he moves away
with what looks to be a slight frolic in his step.  No doubt due to

the weight of worry he presumes been relieved from his shoulders.

Moving out of sight seconds later, you and the man then take
a turn from the hallway, leading into another space, one far
more expansive than your cage dwelling and consisting of

multiple Bathysphere docking terminals.

Now lumbering down it, you pass by two empty docks, followed
by the voice of Cohen being heard off in the distance, behind you.

Cohen
“Superb, although...”

(Sounds of a Bathysphere rising out of the water are heard in the distance)
“...A slight change of travel arrangements.”

“But no need for fret...”

(He walks into view)
(Another dock comes into view, this time containing a Bathysphere,

its door opening up as Cohen approaches it)

(He turns back to you, with the man carrying you taking pause to notice)
(He makes a slight actors bow)

“We’ll have much to discuss... in due time.”
(Begins to walk towards the Bathysphere again)

Heading his own way, you manage to see him enter into his own
private sphere, though rather than just be occupied all by himself,
you also catch the sight of a young woman sitting in wait for him.

Only viewable for a brief moment, you find the lady with her legs crossed,
smoking a cigarette, and dressed in the realm of a fem fatale, and upon

Cohen entering the sphere, with her puffing a smoke in response, its door
closes up, followed by it promptly descending away into the depths below.

(Note: The woman is in fact Elizabeth, shown during her time as one of
Cohen’s “disciples,” as mentioned during Burial at Sea Episode 2)

On the move again yourself, shortly thereafter, the man is then seen moving
onto the next dock over, where you enter your own Bathysphere, and upon laying

you down onto one of its seating couches, in a less than gentle way of course,
you watch as he then activates a lever for its door to close.

Slamming shut into an air tight seal, you also observe your vision pulse, as if
in response, followed quickly by you blacking out, yet again (very quick, so

within a second, pulse as door shuts, then black out).



Observing another modest pause as all sounds around you
fade to silence, the darkness is then interrupted by a single voice.

Yet another you know well.

Sofia Lamb
(Disembodied)
“Felix Culpa...”

Immediately after hearing your mother’s words, your vision instantly
returns, this time to the sight of nothing but an empty dark void.

Sofia Lamb
(Once the player turns around)

“...The happy accident.”

Now no longer just a voice in the darkness, you find your mother, clothed as she was
during her later days in Rapture (BioShock 2), standing a few meters before you.

Mor
(Not surprised/conflicted tone)

“Mother.”

(Note: Player is allowed to move around)

Sofia Lamb
“My dearest Eleanor.”

“How’ve you grown...”
(Slightly off-put)

“...In more ways than one.”

Mor
“W-what is this?... Why are...”

Sofia Lamb
(Interjects)

“You know exactly what this is.”

“It is all that which you are...”

Meanwhile, all around you, the dark empty void begins to shape shift into a sea bed,
with a grand vista view of Rapture in its prime arising out from it in the background.

(Sofia turns to the view of the city)

“...A Utopian.”



Still shifting, several more smaller objects, of which quickly morph into
humanoid figures, begin to arise from the sea bed all around you.

Going from vague and obtuse to detailed and refined, many
at first appear to only be common folk of Rapture, specifically

those who belonged to Sofia’s “The Rapture Family”
(splicers, but how they looked before splicing).

However, as things progress and the
manifestations continue to grow in number,

the last to arise and form closest to you
bear familiar faces.

From Dr. Gilbert Alexander and Grace Holloway,
to Simon Wales and others of note (lesser characters

that came up during BioShock 2 via audio diaries).
Even the small child, Amir, your childhood crush

(as mentioned by Eleanor in one of her
childhood audio diaries), is featured.

Sofia Lamb
(Once the manifestations/shape shifting stops)

“Mankind’s true salvation.”

(Modest pause as the sight is taken in, with the people
tracking their gaze with the player’s movements)

Mor
“Oh, yeah?...”

“Then where... is he?”

Sofia Lamb
(Slightly turns head down, while keeping her eyes locked upon you)

(Displeased expression)

Soon after posing your question, a loud booming sound is heard overhead,
and as you gaze upward, watch as the ocean’s surface comes crashing down
upon the sea bed, wiping everything away and leaving only you standing atop

a vast expanse of open ocean at near sunset.

(Short pause as sounds of the event fade away and calm returns)

“Eleanor”
(From behind, no matter where the player is facing)

“Oh Rise, Rapture, Rise...”



Turning around, you find “Eleanor” a dozen meters ahead, slowly
walking towards you, along with the Rapture lighthouse a little

ways behind her and off to the side.

(Note: This scene is meant to be similar to the ending cut scene
of BioShock 2, with the weather/feel either being a colorful sunset

or a raging storm depending on how benevolent or
malevolent the player has been thus far)

“Eleanor”
“You, (slight chuckle) and I do mean, you,

always did keep such things at arms length.”
(Stops walking)

”No matter how strong the pull.”

Mor
“This was never my onus of choice...”

“Eleanor”
“Ah, but you did choose, in the end...

“...Or rather, in the beginning.”

“When you could only watch as the tribes of man united,
albeit for a fledgling moment, (speech slows by the end)

upon the taking of one small step.”

(Faint audio from the “One small step” moon
landing broadcast moment is heard overhead)

(Clouds slowly pass to the side, exposing
a large moon, behind the lighthouse)

“Though of course...”
(Begins to walk around,
looking away from you)

“...It was to be the start of just another
lifetime of troubles, as well.”

“Consequences of the pull
left unheeded.”



Mor
“(Subtle sigh) Why are you d...”

“Eleanor”
(Interjects)

(Teleports in front of player, no matter where they are,
and keeps teleporting if they continue to move around)

“The wars still raged.”

“The poor still went hungry.”

“And you, among the few, we're ultimately powerless to help the many.”

“So what is one to do...”

(Violent vision pulse for a split second)
(You drop to one knee)
(Hand comes into view)

(Short pause as the hand’s skin turns a slight green,
along with the brief formation of several green colored cysts, with former
BioShock player’s possibly guessing which ability is being hinted at here)

(You grab the hand with your other, followed by pushing it out of view)

(”Eleanor” teleports in front again, camera tilts up to her)
“Why, but of course.  The only... comfortable option they left open.”

“The subversion, (slightly shakes head) not conquest, of Human nature.”

(You get back up, returning control to player)

“Eleanor”
(No longer tracking player)

“It only made sense, you did what you had to.  You broke barriers, just as they do.”
“(Subtle mocking) And oh do I know how much that means to you.”

“Though, if only you’d been so attentive from the offset... upon the rise, that is.”
“It could have been so much more (makes a fist with right hand, which then pulses with energy)...”

(Chuckles, relaxes hand)
“Yet regardless, they all should be grateful for such luck...”

“...For God, either whoever, or even whatever that might be now, only knows
where their world would be in absence of a Porter and a lonely Lamb.”

“(Bit more upbeat) Now then...”

(Teleports in front of you)
“Time to not let the next chance slip away.”

“To again do (urgency builds) what must be done...”
(She hits you)

Getting a clean jab across your face, your view then instantly
cuts back to you lying upon the floor of the courtyard, followed by

you grunting and coughing as if you’d actually been punched.



Mor
(Still on floor, right hand in view as it

frantically flexes as she suddenly wakes)
“(Gasps for breath)”
“(Grunts/coughs)”

(Clenches hand into a tight fist)
(Relaxes hand, gestures it towards the pad in the distance, uses telekinesis to slowly draw it towards her)

(Note: If the player had been more malevolent up to this point, the
recovery of the pad will be faster, more aggressive looking)

(Briefly looks at the pad, its screen modestly shattered and overall inactive, now)
(Starts to slowly get back up)

Fully coming to moments later, you get back onto your feet,
all the while hearing nothing but the faint groaning of the

Edictal’s super structure off in the distance all around you.

Looking up, you find the energy barrier has returned to as it was before
the event, with the rest of the courtyard being seen as a barren, sterile
locale wiped clean of any and all individual loose items, now.  And as
you turn your attention downward shortly thereafter, observe the spot
you had just arisen from smeared with numerous blotches of blood,

in what is the mess that was created as your body regenerated
itself during your brief slumber.

Continuing to observe around, you soon discover
your dear “other” no where to be found or heard, and

seeing as this place has nothing to offer but that which
you’d rather not dwell on, you decide to make a quick exit.

Approaching the other end, you find the doorway out to be blocked by
another bulkhead, though as luck would have it, yet again, exploring

the upper levels yields one that has failed to close all the way,
and thus you move to manually pry it open.

Turning to your brute strength, you place your hands inside
the small gap in between the sliding doors, and as you exert
yourself, this time with a noticeable amount of anger, quickly

make an opening large enough to pass through.

Of course, the first thing you see through the opening is nothing
but a massive pile of furniture, unmarked crates, and misc. items,

all of which had been piled up in front of the door during the
depressurization.

Choosing to vent some more, you then use your blast ability (player choice)
to quickly melt down/blow away a good portion of the pile, and following passing

through to the other side, move into the corridor it provides access to.

Mor?
“(Hint of enjoyment) Hm.”

(Note: A less destructive display of getting
past the pile will prompt a different response)



Traversing the corridor for a few moments and you
reach another doorway, this time not already blocked
by a bulkhead, and as you pass through it, enter into

a space that rivals even the larger sections of the
grand concourse.

Just as open but having less tiered levels to the sides,
you are given a more broader view of the surrounding
smaller towers and other Metro buildings that reside

near the stern section of the ship.  And upon consulting
your Map Maestro (player choice), find this to be the

last destination before the hanger decks.

Looking beyond the Edictal itself, and you also make
note of the ship’s closer proximity to the nearby star
via the increased brightness and the presence of the
outer most extremities of a number of coronal loops,

all of which are more dominant on the port side.

Only adding to the urgency to fulfill EVI’s request, you
then proceed to make haste for the opposite end of the
space, towards the modestly sized structure which can

only be the main access point to the hangers themselves.



From afar, the facade you observe on the entry structure
appears to be nothing but glass, yet upon closing in,
find a massive metallic shutter has been closed over
it on the inside, and though you put it to the test via a
modest heat blast (player choice), all you manage to
do is create a mess of shattered glass before you.

Expecting a quip like so many times before, you
again are accompanied by silence and further
groaning from the ship in the distance, and in
the time to follow, take another look over your

Map Maestro schematic (player choice).

In need of another way into the entry area of the hangers,
nothing obvious is observable from first glance.  However,
as you continue to ponder, you conclude some out of the

box thinking may be required to progress.

Although what you see is of course a vague wire frame, as with
every new area you come across (though past side exploration by

the player could have provided downloadable maps), you do
make note of several small vent like access points all across

the roof structure of the entry building.

At the same time, you then hear clattering off in the distance,
overhead, in the very same location atop the structure.

“Eleanor”
(If seen at all, several stories up, walks into view)
(Partially steps up onto the ledge with right leg)

(Puts hands on hips)
(Seems to look towards a nearby tower to her right)

(Teleports away)

Appearing to be a hint, you also hear the ever so faintest
sounds of laughter coming from where “Eleanor” just

was, seconds later (echoes across the other
nearby towers/structures).

(Note: This is just one of the
many ways into the hanger entry,

with “Eleanor’s” hint only being given
if enough time passes)



Mor
(Only said if “Eleanor” is observed)

“(Softly to herself) Up and over.”

One of many Metro towers any other time,
you find its close proximity to the entry structure
to be of interest seeing as neither a simple leap
from the ground nor a nearby line alone won’t
get you to the roof.  And as you continue to

observe, figure finding a way to one of
the tower’s lower balconies may provide
you with just enough height to then make

a jump down to the desired location.

Also completely sealed off by more bulkheads at
its base, direct entry, then ascension of the tower
from within is quickly ruled out, but as you study
the criss crossing tracks overhead, find one that

seems to pass close to its opposite side.

Not wanting to waste any more time, you
soon engage with the line and upon finding

it indeed gets you within range, you drop down
upon the highest balcony you can reach.

Managing the 2nd to highest balcony, you first look
down over the surrounding plaza like environment
you were traversing moments before, followed by

turning your gaze star-wards towards the
sounds of a modestly loud hum.

In what is quickly seen to be the energy barrier that
you now know all too well, it soon becomes all you hear
as it drowns out the ambient groaning from the ship in

the background.

A tad distressing to say the least, you become even
more motivated to circumvent the rest of the tower, and
upon reaching the other side moments later, begin to

take stock of possible landing locations upon the
entry’s rooftop.

However, seeing as this would be the farthest drop yet,
by a fair margin, you take a modestly long pause before

taking any further actions.

Mor
(Only if the player remains near the edge of the balcony for enough time)

(Slightly nudged forward, not of her/player’s own doing)

“Eleanor”
“(More faint laughter off in the distance, from the rooftop below)”



Shrugging off the less than subtle gesture from your counterpart, you at last choose a suitable landing
spot, and upon taking the plunge moments later, emerge standing atop the hanger’s rooftop shortly

thereafter, all the while no worse for ware.

Now taking in your new surroundings, you move over to one of the vertical vent
shafts, of which you make short work of via another heat blast, so as to gain entry.

Descending at least a dozen meters, you then navigate a lengthy stretch of horizontal
venting, and though completely sealed on all sides at first, it isn’t long until you arrive at

the first grate covered exit point.

Deciding to break free from the cramped space, you again blast away the grating (or anywhere),
and though the vent-way you currently occupy runs overhead a ceiling structure,

you easily enough make another drop down to the floor below.

Of which, belongs to the inner area you would have walked
into had there been no shutter blocking your way, while outside.

A completely open space, and just as large as the exterior suggested,
roughly that of a large high school gymnasium, its aesthetic is akin to

a museum, with displays of multiple ship models scattered about,
and another massive glass facade up ahead giving an overlook

view of the actually hanger decks down below.

Taking in the finer details, you also make note of the marble
flooring, massive square columns along the flanking sides that hold

up the curving ceiling, and the overall Beaux-Arts architectural
style, with everything appearing to come together as a

throwback to New York’s Grand Central Terminal.

Continuing to venture through the space towards the hanger overlook,
you pass by some of the models, with their respected info panels going into

the specs of each different model, and each getting closer to present day as you
close in on the hanger itself (the IP series form the main game is among them,

along with repeated mentions of Sovereign Manufacturing).

Yet, as much as you may want to delve into the information presented, once
getting within a dozen meters of the overlook, you hear a faint crackling sound close by.

Pad
(Distorted/static filled at first, then quickly clears)

Captain Kain (Pad, audio only, with the screen still dead)
“Always a resourceful one...”



Mor
(Player still in control)

(Head slightly tilts down)
(Quickly takes out pad, then cautiously moves it
into final view, near bottom of the field of view)

“K-”

Kain (Pad)
(Interjects)

“Kain, Kain, Kain... enough with the formalities.”
“As I told you before...”

Mor
“(Interjects)”

“(Somber) Then why Ava?”
“Just... why?...”

(Note: Mor’s initial dialogue would be
different for a more malevolent playthrough)

Kain (Pad)
“Ah...”
“I see.”
“Well...”

(While exhaling)
“Seems only fair to keep the cards close at hand...”

“...Just as you did to me, and the world at large.”

(Audio cuts)

Mor
(Keeps pad in view)

“Eleanor”
(From behind, no matter where player is)

“(Internal laughter)”
(Walks into view if player doesn’t initially turn around)

“Around and around it goes...”

Mor
(Puts pad away)

“Figured due to time for you to truly cave...”

“Eleanor”
(Walking around)

“Oh, you can only scarcely fathom my restraint, yet...”
(Teleports away)

(Disembodied)
“It was you know who, that suggested such time
was best for her (mocking) precious little project.”



Returning your mindset to the task at hand, you approach the glass facade wall overlooking the
hangers and begin to take in the sight of that which you’ve been working towards all this time.

Just as open as the entry area you currently occupy, the hanger is also tiered along its
sides via two additional decks, similar to the concourses. And throughout each of them,

as with the ground deck beneath them, you locate numerous scout class crafts,
comparable in size to the models you just observed.

You also gaze out beyond, towards your first straight shot
view of space since your time at the bow of the ship.

Seeking to become better acquainted with the area, you then make for one
of the grand style stair ways that descend from the overlook to the ground

level deck, and upon doing so, also begin to hope to be re-acquainted
with the only true ally you still have.

“Eleanor”
(Upon entering the hanger)

(Teleports atop a nearby ship, sitting, legs hanging down, crossed)
“Hm.  Any other time, and one could see the end...”

(Teleports to the ground, walks towards player)

“...Your struggle concluded.”

(Teleports closer, still walking)

“But where would you once again flee?...”

(Teleports within a meter or so, stops walking)

“...If now here (crosses arms), is all but home.”



Mor
“One thing at a time...”

(Short pause)

“(Softly, uncertain, to herself) Alright EVI... here I am.”

“Eleanor”
(Arms still crossed)

“(Slight chuckle, turns away)”
(Teleports away)

(Modest pause)

With moments of waiting continuing to pile on, you
decide to venture out into the rest of the hanger in hopes of

conjuring either a direct response or some kind of sign from EVI.

Passing by several of the docked ships, nothing
but more groaning from the Edictal is heard off in
the distance.  Yet, as you approach the opposite
side of the hanger, near the exit way shielded by
another energy barrier, a swooshing sound, like
that of a door opening, soon joins the ambiance.

Easily grabbing your attention, it isn’t long before you
track down the source as one of the side doors, located

under the first level deck, now in the open position.
And as you draw near moments later, the interior

lighting system within the corridor it gives
way to flickers to life.

No doubt in response to your presence, you soon enter,
and following a short trek down the passage, you are
led into what appears to be a much smaller version

of the cargo area from earlier, with only a lonely
track seen entering from the left and

terminating on the right.

Also consisting of several pieces of machinery and
tools, the space must be one of the maintenance workshops

for the hanger, though beyond that, you find little of value.

That is, until a few moments later, when you hear
the faint sounds of a traversing sphere, along with

the track subtly vibrating in response.



Still approaching, you then hear your pad give off a modestly loud beep.

Mor
(Takes out pad, again putting it near
the lower portion of the field of view)

Pad (Text flickers as screen is damaged)

APOLOGIES FOR THE WAIT

While continuing to observe the message you also observe
the sphere at last enter into the shop in the background, and
upon coming to a stop, it promptly opens up automatically.

Full of more Norm labeled crates, of which are more piled than properly
stacked, you are surprised by the presence of a EVI drone sphere,

of which rolls off one of the upper crates, falling onto the shop
floor seconds later.

Mor
“A drone sphere?”

Pad (EVI)
(Still flickering)

A MIXED ATTEMPT

“Eleanor”
(At the same time)

(Teleports in next to the sphere, leaning against it)
“And more of the Norm.”

Mor
“An attempt?  So, your still improving.”

Pad (EVI)

TO MORE PRACTICALLY AID

IN WHAT IS TO BE DONE

BUT ALAS

Mor
“Yeah... about that...”

Pad (EVI)

RIGHT

(Short pause)

PERHAPS INSPECTING SAID

CARGO FIRST WOULD BE BEST



Moving to the sphere, you near one of the crates,
and while beginning to open it (player gets interaction

prompt once at the pile), EVI continues.

(Note: These crates are also lead lined,
blocking any vision peeking)

Pad (EVI)

BY THE WAY

(Short pause)

HOW IS THE LEG?

Mor
(While working one of the crates)
(Briefly takes pause to notice it)

(Continues to open crate, requiring a forceful bashing of a locking mechanism)
“(Sighs, somber) As good as you no doubt...”

(Opens crate, begins to observe its contents, with
one item bearing a “Quantum Radiation” symbol) “...must know.”

(Abruptly puts pad down on a nearby crate)

(Carefully picks up the item with both hands)
(Pulls left hand away)

(Gestures hand, with item, towards the pad)
“(Flustered) What the hell is this?”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports in behind the crates)

(Arms crossed, leaning against he wall)
“Calling all bets...”

(Short pause)

Pad (EVI)

INSURANCE I ASSUME

LIKE THE REST

(Short pause)

NOW USEFUL FOR ANOTHER PURPOSE

(Short pause)

A NEEDED NUDGE



“Eleanor”
(Heard in the background, softly
chuckling while walking away)

Mor
(Puts item down in a more relaxed position)
“Considering your latest moves, I suppose

surprise shouldn’t be mine to bear.”

(Noticeable longer pause)

Pad (EVI)

ELE

(Short pause)

PLEASE KNOW

IF I COULD HAVE STOPPED

Mor
(Interjects before the sentence can be completed)

“I know... (Somber) I know.”

“But it’s in the past.  So let us continue.”
“For it’s all we can do for them, now.”

(Note: In a more malevolent playthrough,
the tone/dialogue would be different)

(Modest pause)

Pad (EVI)

BAY 7

BRING EVERYTHING

(Screen flickers off)

“Eleanor”
(From behind)

“If I didn’t know any better, I’d sense an iota of sentimentality.”
“But lest we forget...”

(Teleport sound)

(Disembodied)
“Who’s to say we ever did?”



Placing the component back into its casing, as
well as picking up the communicator pad, you take a

step back from the mess of containers within the sphere,
and following a gesture with your right hand, proceed to
collect the group with a single Telekinesis pull (when the
player uses the ability in the direction of the crates, they

will all gather up automatically).

Now secure within your extended grasp, you then make
your exit out of the shop, followed by locating Bay 7 within

the Hanger, and making your way over to it.  And while
doing so, make note of the under structure holding its

respected ship in place begin to arise from a flush
position within the overall floor structure, then push

out onto the center landing/take off area.

Slowing to stop moments later, you reach the newly presented craft shortly
thereafter, and upon laying down your cargo, receive another beep from the pad.

Mor
(Takes out pad, regardless if player

has put the crates down or not)

Pad (EVI)
(Still flickering screen, of which is getting worse)

INSIDE

Just then, you hear the ship give off a series of unlocking sounds,
followed by its under hatch dropping down, giving way to an entry ramp.

Getting a full look at the ship, you find it to be that of the “flying wing” design,
with a smooth spherical cabin at its core and long swept back wings tapering off
to nearly razor sharp edges to its sides.  The single conventional thruster engine

at its stern can also be seen in an idle power mode, producing a subtle hum
and a faint sphere of pulsing blue colored light.

(Note: Think of it as an earlier, less intimidating version of Norm’s
“Buzzard” fighter design that can be seen during “The Fall”)

Following EVI’s instructions, you enter into the ship seconds later,
with the first thing you see being its control console lighting up, and

its center display typing out the following:

Ship Control Console Display

AH

MUCH BETTER



Reading the message, you keep quiet and continue to take in the rest of the
interior of the ship, all the while observing EVI continue on the display.

Display (EVI)

SHALL WE CONTINUE?

Mor
(If still in the ship, with message in view)

“Let’s.”

A second or so thereafter, and before receiving any new
messages, you hear several sounds all around the cabin area,

followed by a small portion of the floor sliding away.

Not observed to be a door when you first glanced over
the interior, you can’t help but find the mechanism
to be some kind of secret stow away compartment.

Mor
“(Not surprised tone) Huh...”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports into one of the pilot seats)

(Looks back towards the newly opened compartment)
“(While smirking) Good call, as surprise would be too crushing to bear, at this point.”

(Turns back to looking at the console display)

Mor
“More... insurance, I take it?”

Display (EVI)

AGAIN

I CAN ONLY GUESS
(Short pause)

REGARDLESS

IT SHALL SERVE US JUST AS WELL
(Short pause)

INTRODUCE THE Q-RAD COMPONENT

AND PREPARE FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS



Mor
(Said towards EVI if still in proximity to the display,

while said softly to herself if player leaves right away)
“Prepare?...”

Display (EVI)
(Only if player stays near display for enough time)

YOU WILL KNOW WHEN YOU SEE IT

NOW GO

Exiting the ship, you again approach the grouping of
crates you dropped off, and upon re-acquiring what you now

know to be a “Q-Rad” device, begin to return to the ship.

“Eleanor”
(Teleports behind the crates)

(Arms crossed)
(Displeased expression)

(Stays put as you walk away, her head tracking)

Display (EVI)
(Once back on the ship, and after placing the Q-Rad

device into the compartment, which then auto closes right away)

GOOD

NOW THEN

PLEASE APPROACH

Again following EVI’s instructions, you get closer to the
display, and once close enough, EVI continues.

Display (EVI)
(Once close enough, player will get an interaction prompt
for the display, putting them into an animation sequence)

TRANSMITTING DATA

The next moment, the display goes blank, followed by a flurry of what look to be
detailed schematics flashing across it in quick succession, and after a few more

moments, they just as quickly disappear as the display returns to a blank.

Mor
(Vision begins to pulse near the end of the sequence)

“(Slight grunt/head motions around)”
(Recovers)



Display (EVI)
(Player still in animation)

ANOTHER SPELL?

AS YOU CALLED IT

Mor
(Still in animation)

“(Audible inhale/exhale)”
“(More to herself) Were it only.”

“(Recovered/Normal) Doesn’t matter.”
“I believe I got the overall... gist of what you’re proposing.”

Display (EVI)

WELL

THEN A GIST WILL HAVE TO BE ENOUGH
(Player control restored)

Once again leaving the ship, you are soon greeted by another
displeased “Eleanor” standing at the foot of the entry ramp.

“Eleanor”
(Standing still, arms still crossed)

“Never will I find pleasure in these new...
tricks, they’ve so cursedly bestowed upon you.”

(Teleports away once approached)

Approaching the crates shortly thereafter (another prompt,
putting the player into another animation), you then make use
of your Map Maestro, of which begins to slowly form into the

device that was shown in the schematics.

Completely coming into being, it becomes clear you are to
use the cargo before you to construct a proper vessel to house

the Q-Rad device, so as to properly weaponize it, and then
fire it from the ship’s already existing jettisoning mechanism

(this is all shown/demonstrated via the projection, which
also explodes/sections, giving further details).

Now knowing full well, or at least, well enough of
what is to be done, you proceed to go to work.



Making further use of your telekinesis, you again bring all of the crates into the air, and
upon dismantling each and exposing their respected cargo (all done via a unique sequence

once player interacts with another prompt that comes up near the crates), turn to the rest
of your arsenal of abilities, so as to construct the Q-Rad containment vessel.

(Note: Making use of each ability, this sequence would be as interactive for the player as possible)

Getting well into the construction process moments later,
your “other” then begins to chime in.

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Speaking of tricks...”

(Teleports atop a nearby Hanger crate in the background, again sitting, legs crossed.
Or, just standing/walking towards, if player placed the crates, and thus the sequence

spawn point, somewhere else)
“Just look at you.”

“A pawn to those your lesser.”

“Some the unknowing imitation.”

Mor
(Gives the slightest of nods to notice her presence)

(Continues to work)

“Eleanor”
(Continues)

“You could of been anything, anyone.  (Slight chuckle) Granted,
keeping a woman’s touch was probably for the best.”

“(Heavy side smirk) As a certain carpenter would know.”

“Forget Mother, The Family, even Rapture.”
“Only you stood in the way, for they would've never had a chance.”

(Clinches right hand into a fist)
“Their feeble sight and preconceptions, even more than what came to pass, never seeing y-”

Mor
(Interjects, with this dialogue being different for a malevolent playthrough)

(Drops parts)
“(Hint of anger) Enough.”

“Eleanor”
(Slight smirk)

(Facial/hand gestures as if saying her point had been proven)
(Teleports away)

Mor
(Starts working again)

(Short pause)

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

(Whisper)
“Then regain the self you stowed.”



Brushing off the comments, you continue to make headway on the
device, and before long, observe it take shape into its final spherical form.

With your heat, you melt down several miscellaneous
components from several of the crates, so as to forge

the outer protective shell.  While at the same time,
lay down a lattice work of wiring all across the inner

housing chamber that the Q-Rad device is to be
physically situated into.

Cooling the shell over the next few moments, you then move
to introduce the two inner and outer pieces to one another via

positioning the core into your center of view, followed by closing
the covering, of which is in two halves, around it (from left and

right sides, then turns whole thing 90 degrees).

Applying even more cooling shortly thereafter thanks to
a brief burst of icing, you successfully create a hardened

seal, and as you inspect over your work one last time,
conclude slipping the Q-Rad device inside it is all
that remains to be done (a small opening, the size

of the device, can be seen at the top of the sphere).

Keeping your creation still in your telekinesis grab, you move back
into the ship, at which time you receive a new message from EVI.

Display (EVI)

CRUDE

BUT IT WILL HAVE TO DO

Mor
“Well, aren’t we the picky craftsman.”

“Eleanor”
(At the same time Mor is speaking)

(Teleports into one of the pilot chairs)

(Slightly longer pause than normal)

Display (EVI)

I HAVE MY TASTES

“Eleanor”
(Turns to where player is standing)

(Elevates eyebrows as she becomes intrigued, and ever so slightly smirks)

Display (EVI)

ANYWAYS

(Floor door opens, exposing the Q-Rad device)

PLEASE PROCEED



Turning your attention to the secret compartment,
you move to reacquire the Q-Rad device.

Mor
(Goes into an animation once player interacts with the compartment)

(While reaching for the device, and keeping shell in free left hand)
“So... untrusting, as well, I see.”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports away as camera turns towards the display)

Display (EVI)

SPARE NO SAFEGUARD

Mor
(While putting the device into the shell)

(Still facing in the direction of the display)
“(More to herself) Can’t say I blame you.”

(Inserts device)

With the device inserted into the shell, you then watch as its
inner mechanisms draw it in completely, followed by a series

of internal sounds as the process completes itself.

Display (EVI)

ONE MOMENT

A second later, you then hear more sounds come from
the ship, all of which are originating from the stern section.

Display (EVI)

AGAIN

YOU WILL KNOW WHEN YOU SEE IT

Mor
“(Soft/not completely sure) Okay...”

Outside the ship, you head towards the stern area, where you quickly
lay eyes upon the source of the sounds.  That being another opened
compartment, this time most certainly a stock component of the craft,

and seeing as its inner workings contain an electromagnetic latch,
you proceed to install your creation into the bay.



Accepting the cargo moments later, the hatch above then
closes over the bay, creating a flush seal with the ship’s hull.

“Eleanor”
(From behind, no prior teleport sound)

“Quite a handy lot, that Norm...”

(Continues once player moves away from the now closed bay)
(Teleports into player’s view)

(Slight chuckle)
“Should’ve seen them coming from a mile away.”

“What with Ryan and Fontaine’s little games as good a primer as any.”

(Once player nears ship entry ramp)
(Teleports at the top, inside ship, leaning against a side, arms crossed)

“(Mocking) ...But that would be one subversion too far.”
(Teleports away once approached)

Entering into the cabin of the ship once more, this time with everything seemingly
in place to proceed into the final execution of EVI’s plan, you approach the

display to receive the next series of messages.

Mor
(Hint of doubt)

“All’s well that ends well...”

Display (EVI)

WE CAN HOPE

“Eleanor”
(Teleports back into one of the pilot chairs, now more

laid back and legs propped up on the control dashboard)
“And here I was hoping such drivel was reserved for you, alone.”

(Short pause)

Mor
“But you’ve done the hard calcs, right?”

“It is your job, after all...  (Softer, and only said for benevolent playthroughs) One of them, at least.”

Display (EVI)

WELL

(Modest pause)

YES OF COURSE

AS MUCH AS MY CURRENT STATE WILL GRANT THAT IS

(Ship ramp is heard retracting in the background, with everything else giving off a full power up vibe)

NOW, MIGHT I SUGGEST YOU TAKE A SEAT?



Mor
(Slightly staggers as the ship jolts as it

rises into a hover above the landing pad)
“W-Whoa... hold on, I-”

“Eleanor”
(Interjects)

(Still in the chair, still laid back)
“(Annoyed) Come on.”

(Turns towards player’s location)

“Let the Ele of old have her delight.”
(Turns back forward)

“She deserves as much.”

Display (EVI)

A CALCULATOR I MAY BE

BUT A PROPER PILOT I AM NOT

NOT NOW

SO YOU MUST FILL IN

PLEASE

(Short pause)

“Eleanor”
(Still laid back/facing forward)

(Casually gestures hand towards the second chair next to her)

Having no choice, you move over to the “free” pilot seat, and upon
sitting down, watch as the dashboard before you begins to manifest

a flurry of light strings, of which soon form into the flight controls you’ll
need to fly the ship (same thing the ship in the main game did).

Consisting of a single flight stick and flanked by a
throttle, you begin to move in so as to take control.

However, just as you do so, your communicator pad
gives off yet another series of audio crackles.

Pad (Kain)
(Before pad is taken out)

(Heavy static at first that then improves to just subtle static throughout)
“(Hint of mocking) Top marks, yet again... Ele.”



Mor
(Abruptly leans back from controls, takes out pad)

(Stays silent)

Pad (Kain)
(Continues)
“Although...”

(Slight chuckle)
“A tad bit of warning for the journey ahead.  If not revealed already.”

(Audio cut sound)

(Short pause as the ship enters into an automated sequence that lines it up to fly out of the hanger)

“Eleanor”
(Still in the next seat, laying back, arms crossed behind head)

“(Not serious) Hm.  Wonder what she means by that.”
(Closes eyes, while smirking)

Mor
(While taking pad out of view)

“(Elongated) EVI?...”

(Modest pause as the ship finishes lining up for take off and
a head-up display is projected across the cockpit window)

Display (EVI)

JUST HANG ON

The next moment, you feel yourself pressed into the chair as the
ship is modestly propelled out of the hanger, towards the emptiness of
space.  And upon passing through the energy barrier that separates
the two, only then do you at last return to some form of comfort as

the craft slows to a stop, adrift, seconds thereafter.

Mor
(As the ship continues to drift and the view of the nearby star
comes into view along the lower portion of the window.  Slight
creaking of the ship’s structure can also be heard at this time)

(Grabs for the controls, with inputs only managing to change the
ship’s direction, while the throttle does nothing)

(After a few moments of interacting with the controls)
“Umm... (Camera slightly looks around, as if in a slight panic)

”Give me something EVI...”

(Short pause)

Display (EVI)

BABY STEPS, ELE

FOR HER WORDS WERE CERTAINLY NO BLUFF



“Eleanor”
(Eyes still closed, pleased/relaxed expression)

Display (EVI)

SAVING YOU CAME AT A COST

“Eleanor”
(In the background, eyes still closed, relaxed)

“What else is new.”

Display (EVI)

STAR GUARD System Log A 07:32   E 6.2.03

Failsafe External Defenses Activated

THREAT SWEEP IN PROGRESS

Current Active Blacklist

INBOUND UNIDENTIFIED ENTITIES

UNAUTHORIZED CRAFTS

(Screen goes blank, followed by an outline of the
Edictal being drawn, then populated by numerous blips)

“Eleanor”
“(Mocking) My, my, how the innocent can ring so hollow.”

Mor
“Y-you, triggered, all, of the defenses?”

“Eleanor”
“(Joking) That we know of.”

Display (EVI)

I HAD NO CHOICE

AND AS YOU SHOULD KNOW

I HAVE NO CONTROL OVER SUCH THINGS

Mor
(In the background)

“Nor ever, as the always wise masses demanded, yet again.”



“Eleanor”
“How curious to leave such a divulge till now.  Leaving you nothing but her will in return.”

(Leans back into chair again)
”How very... familiar.”

(Slight chuckles to self, as she thinks of something)

Mor
“(Deep elongated exhale)”

“So... jus...”
“Just tell me what I have to do.”

Display (EVI)

TO THE BOW

AHEAD OF ANY POSSIBLE PROJECTILE

THEN LEAVE THE REST TO ME

“Eleanor”
“By any means?  Better still.”

(Short pause as the ship continues to drift)

Mor
(Moves in towards the controls again)

(Just before taking hold of the flight stick)
“Wait, wait, wait...”

(Relaxes hand from stick)
“Why don’t we just, jump?”

“Eleanor”
(Sighs)

(Proceeds to slowly cross arms)
(Disappointed expression)

Display (EVI)

SURE

WHY NOT

IT IS NOT LIKE WE HAVE AN EXPERIMENTAL

QUANTUM BASED DEVICE ON BOARD

“Eleanor”
(Gets into a normal sitting position)

“And Cheeky, too?.  One after my own heart.”

Mor
“Hm.”

(Moves to re-grab the flight stick)
(To herself) That’ll be the day...“



At last taking hold of the flight stick with a firm grip, though slightly hesitant at first,
you also hear the nearby physical controls give off a series of dull beeps, followed by

a light on the projected throttle lighting up.

Figuring this to be a sign total control of the ship has been granted to you,
save for the jump drive and cargo bay jettison controls, you again make

a few directional changes, using the nearby star as a horizon.

“Eleanor”
(If the player is more “slow going” at first)

“So timid.”
(Sits forward in her seat)

“This isn’t such conflicts of the past, you know.”
“It’s a machine.”

(Leans back)

“It’s fair.”

With your newest goal clear, leaving EVI a distant observer as
the control display returns to showing more ship status indicators,

you turn your complete attention onto commanding the vessel.
And as such, start by ascending just above the Edictal’s stern

(player can go anywhere, though).

Looking past the hanger decks directly below, you peer forward,
where you see the great expanse that is the ship’s Metro extending

onward all the way to the central spire at the bow.

However, for what at first is a nice glance back at where you
started this adventure, soon turns to a more pressing situation,
as the display again types out what looks to be a live feed of

the Star Guard’s actions.

Display

STAR GUARD System Log C 07:52   E 7.1.09

Threat Sweep Analysis

THREAT DETECTED

Blacklist ID

UNAUTHORIZED CRAFT

DEPLOYING COUNTERMEASURES TO DISABLE AND RECOVER

Mor
(To herself)

“Alright Alex...”

“...Let’s see what fear can do.”



Holding steady in your position, you see several objects begin to emerge from
several of the rooftop structures of the Metro buildings that lie before you,

and before long, each gives way to turret like constructs similar in
design to the one you came in contact with earlier.

Pad (Kain)
(Out of sight, with Mor only slightly gesturing downwards in notice)

“Ah...”
“Isn’t automation grand?”

(Audio cut sound)

All setting their sights onto you shortly thereafter,
you again focus your attention to the task at hand,
and begin to maneuver accordingly in response.

At first, a barrage of standard laser blasts overcome
your field of view, and as you immediately back off, find their range

to be intermediate at best as they soon go silent seconds later.

Of course, not to be out done so easily, you soon observe several
streaks of light, lead by bright specks, begin to arise from several of the
Metro towers from afar, in what must be guided missile type ordinance.

Though much slower than the lasers, allowing a greater response
time, every move you make is successfully countered by the now

quickly approaching orbs of light, and in a snap decision, you decide
to fall back to what you presume to be a safe-zone just behind the

hanger decks, where you started.

(Note: This fall back is just one of many ways the player can start this
sequence, and overall, the sequence to come is Star Fox influenced)

“Eleanor”
“That went well.”

(Starts to lay back again, arms crossed behind head)
“If only we could fight back for a change.”

(Keeps eyes ahead)

Mor
“For once... huh.”

(Moves to manipulate some of the physical controls)

“Eleanor”
(Becomes intrigued)

Display (EVI)

WHAT ARE YOU DOING?

Mor
(Briefly turns to “Eleanor,” then back to the display, while still manipulating the controls)

“Subverting the odds.”



Mor
(While still manipulating controls)

“Graphene.  The whole god damn ship’s cladded in the stuff.”

(Slightly pauses in messing with controls)
“The hull, the Metro, everything that’s exposed to space.”

(Goes back to manipulating controls)
“One of numerous gifts from our, supposed, friends at Nanita.”

“Eleanor”
(In the background)

“Ah, yes.  The men of Manchester.”
(Quicker)

“May Mother never know
such dealings where made.”

Display (EVI)

AND?

Mor
“And... (manipulates more controls)... it means this thing’s one
massive conductor.  Second to none, in fact.  So, if I can just...

(carefully manipulates a dial)... there.”
(Engine sound from the back changes tone)

(Briefly thrusts the throttle forward)
(Energy sound is heard going over the ship, starting from the back)

With the sound rushing over the cockpit area, you then
watch as a thin layer of blue toned, electrified energy pulses

out ahead from the ship, of which continues on for a few
seconds before sparking away in a modest burst.

“Eleanor”
(Quickly sits forward in chair)
(Enthusiastic expression as
she looks on at the burst)

Display (EVI)

I SEE

Mor
“Of course, it’ll only disable temporally.  If at all.”

“Eleanor”
(Lays back into chair)

(Less enthusiastic)
“And with that we break at a crossroad, once more...”



Display (EVI)

MOBILITY WILL BE

CONSTRAINED, AS WELL

Mor
“Yes, well, (briefly turns to ”Eleanor”),

there’s always a trade off.”
(Note: This would be different for
a more malevolent playthrough)

“Eleanor”
(Reluctant smirk, while crossing legs and putting

hands together atop her right knee cap)

Mor
(Flicks one more switch, then sits back

into her chair, returning control to player)
“Now then...”

“(Softer) Once more...”

“Eleanor”
(In the background)

“With reeling.”

With your modification in place (activated by the player
via a press of the action button while also going full on

the throttle), you take a slight pause, so as to plan some
form of proper strategy.

Rather than bluntly press forward like your first attempt,
you decide to take a more calculated approach, concluding

you could make use of the multitude of Metro towers as cover
this time around. Thus, in theory, lessening the amount

of fire that can be concentrated upon you.

Arising above the hanger decks moments later, you again
observe the turrets in view take aim, yet due to your distance,

they remain silent, with only another volley of missiles
ascending star-wards in the far distance, shortly thereafter.

Keeping your plan in mind, you then quickly take
evasive actions, both in response to the incoming missiles,
as well as the turret fire that begins to be laid on once you
soon approach the first major collection of Metro towers as

you put your plan of action into motion.



Nearing point blank range, you make
your first swings around several of the

smaller sized structures that populate the
stern section of the Metro, and though

clear of any further turrets initially, it
isn’t long before a concentrated battery

comes into view directly ahead.

Opening fire nearly the very moment
it lays sight upon you, normal evasion
is quickly ruled out due to proximity,
causing you to resort to your recent

“modification.”

Pushing full ahead on the throttle, you begin
to speed head on into the incoming rays, and
upon gathering what you hope to be enough

energy from the engine, proceed to eject
another burst.

At the same time, you also manage to dip the
ship downward, and though the pulse has indeed

dampened your mobility as EVI predicted, you duck
just enough so as to only suffer a slight scraping from

the numerous rays that scream past overhead.

Turning you attention back up, you then watch
the burst come into contact with the battery, of which

completely engulfs it in electrical energy, followed
by its entire array of guns going completely inert.

“Eleanor”
(Moments later/as you fly past the inert gun battery)

(In the background)
“(Mocking) Close...”

Mor
“(Softly/Uneasy) ...Too close.”



Offered little respite, you continue your
weaving through the Metro, with each tower

you pass a little bit larger than the last as
you methodically make your way

towards the central bow spire.

Also evading more single turret emplacements
and battery clusters, not much longer passes before

you begin to note the absence of any homing ordinance.
And though you did figure sticking close to the buildings

would deter the threat, a complete no show was
hardly anticipated,

However, as you make your way into the
middle portion of the ship, with the still electrified

grand concourse section being seen passing
by off to the side, this abnormality is

soon corrected.

Suddenly, up some ways, and descending down
towards you like a flood, a sizable grouping of

missiles manage to close in.

Of course, rather than attempt to directly intercept you, due to their
wide turning radius, they instead detonate in rapid succession along

your route overhead, their respected shockwaves pushing your
course downward ever so slightly with each successive hit.

Akin to depth charging a submarine, the problem you soon encounter
now is the quickly reducing space you have to fly through as the

more cramped lower depths of the Metro soon becomes the
surrounding environment.

Packed with walkway bridges and numerous small, thin, spike
like towers, all at varying heights, arising from the still out of view

actual ground level, you decide to just deal with the new obstacles,
never slowing your pace, so as to keep clear of the turret fire that

has yet to let up, regardless of altitude.

Getting lower still, you more or less accept your fate of having to traverse the
lowest areas of the Metro, and though the shockwaves over head have since

ceased in the moments that follow, you are then made aware of another
threat, in addition to the turrets all around you.

Display (EVI)

STAR GUARD System Log D 07:57   E 1.3.21

DETECTED THREAT UNRESOLVED

ESCALATION AUTHORIZED

ENTERING RESTRICTION LEVEL ONE



60%

Mor
(While player is still in control, with display

seen off to the side in the foreground)
“Seekers...”

“Eleanor”
(In the background)

“There’s the regret I knew to be...”

Mor
(Hint of excitement, and even more so during malevolent playthroughs)

“Then we’ll just have to put them to the test, as well.”

Still blazing through the Metro at the highest speed
you can manage, you continue to weave through the

spire like structures, while evading turret ray fire, when
out up ahead, you begin to observe another cluster of

objects moving towards you.

Lacking the bright tails and pulsing heads like the missiles,
these spheres are of course the much bulkier grade service
drone spheres that, during any other time, would be used to

maintain the externals of the Edictal.

(Note: They are similar to the Olympus service drones)

And as they proceed to close in, you understand full
well their current purpose is dramatically different.

Lighting up one by one, as they begin to charge an exterior
energy barrier that surrounds them, they soon begin to

discharge numerous bright red streaks of light, of which is
identical to both your own ability and an average Master Blaster.

Though, in this case, the intensity is without equal, with their
respected brightnesses nearly blinding you.

Again moving the ship to dodge as best you can,
a few manage to make brief contact across the right

wing, prompting the following to be projected
across the forward window HUD:

Making a small note of the damage, you then quickly re-focus
as you at last begin to truly put the ship through its paces.



Diving as far as you can to avoid the remaining
incoming fire, you soon near what is essentially the

hard deck in terms of altitude you can physically
fly the ship in, forcing you to finally

return to level flight.

Going back to weaving, the fiery rays continue their
barrage from up above, followed by several of the

seeker drones descending down to meet you
moments later.

Nearing the point of getting boxed in, you
again turn to your “modification,” and without giving
much thought to aiming, proceed to eject another
burst towards the cluster of drones that lie ahead.

Just large enough in mass, the burst manages to
engulf most of the spheres, causing them to power
down and go adrift, and with a window in view, you
ascend up and over into a more flexible position.
At which time, you begin the cycle of evasion all
over again (going to the hard deck, then rising).

“Eleanor”
(After some time of evading the drones)

(In the background)
“Never, would I have expected luck to be pushed to such lengths.”

(Short pause)

Mor
(Hint of worry)

“This is a losing game, EVI...”

“Eleanor”
(After a few moments with no response)

“(Slight chuckle)”

Just then, you observe one of the drones appear to break away from the rest
of the swarm, followed by it charging to full capacity and discharging its energy.

In this case, towards its fellow drones.



Also becoming erratic shortly thereafter, one ray
becomes four in all directions, followed by the drone

going into a spinning motion.

Though making contact with several of the other
drones, shredding them to pieces, the aiming appears to be
indiscriminate, causing you to keep up your evasive actions.

Continuing on for a good few moments, the nearest
pack of drones is soon turned into a floating debris

pile, of which you then fly through, creating a
mess of scraping and clunking sounds all

across the forward window.

Display (EVI)

TRYING MY BEST

Mor
(Slight sigh of relief)

“That’s all I ask.”

“Eleanor”
(In the background)

“(Under breathe) At the very least.”

Now with a bit more even playing field, between your piloting, the
burst weapon, and EVI’s meddling behind the scenes, you make

good head way in the time to follow.  You even successfully
regain an altitude level just above the lower Metro.

High enough, in fact, to see the upper areas of the
central bow spire begin to come into view, off in the
distance ahead.  Along with the ever encroaching
atmosphere of the star, and its light glimmering off

the armada of more “Seekers” that await you.



Turning a few more corners, the view comes into
even greater clarity moments later, and though
a spectacle, you have little time for sight seeing

as more drones begin to pour into the areas
that lie ahead.

Accompanied by several more turret batteries, as well,
you turn to every trick in the book to keep your evasion up
to par, allowing you to reach the cluster of towers that mark

the beginning of the bow section of the Metro.

Through the fire that nearly engulfs you, via the incoming
rays from both the gun emplacements and drones, your eyes do
their best to keep up with proper adjustments.  While at the same

time, you make note of the bursts becoming less wide spread
as strain on the ship’s engine has only continued to build

with every use.

Becoming less maneuverable on top of that, your need to
find an end to all this, in a successful manner, quickly turns
to necessity.  Of which, is soon found as the next batch of
towers give way to a series of ship sized passages that
pass through the base of the structures that surround

the even more massive base of the bow spire.

Free of drone coverage, for now, but draped in several
gun batteries, you figure one last burst may be

just enough to grant clearance, and thus,
you begin your approach.

However, shortly upon doing so, you see
what look to be bulk head grade doors

beginning to seal up the passages.



Just going for it, rather than waste time fretting, you reach the
top speed the ship can now manage, followed by releasing the

burst onto the surrounding turrets.

Disabling them, albeit barely, you turn your full attention
to the still closing bulk heads, and looking to be a

tight fit, you tilt the ship a full 90 degrees.

Holding the position as best you can, you then race
through the entry, beating out the closing doors, and

only getting a few scrapes across the wing tips.

“Eleanor”
(Once the ship is returned to level flight)

“Closer still.  And yet...”

Mor
“We’re gonna be fish in a barrel, come the other side.”

Display (EVI)

LEAVE THAT TO ME

YOU JUST KEEP GUNNING

IT TO THE CORONA THRESHOLD

Seconds later, you then see the HUD across the forward window begin
to project a target marker, in what must be the desired launch point for

the Q-Rad device.

And moments after that, you observe the passage’s exit way come into view,
still open, but full of countless specks of twinkling lights as the drones nearly

blend into the star field that lies beyond.

Display (EVI)
(Once close enough to the exit way)

DEPLOYING BLACKBOX PROTOCOLS

Causing the display to glitch out for a split second, you
observe the following within the static field that appears:



Going beyond the display, EVI’s actions soon take
their toll upon a number of sphere’s closest to the

exit way, with each beginning to spew rays across the
pack of drones that reside behind and around them.

Only growing in number in the time to follow, the view
out through the exit soon becomes a field of sizable
detonations as the spheres proceed to explode in

waves as the erratic blaster fire passes by.  And though
the environment looks to be no place for a ship to fly

through, you watch as the rogue drones nearest to the
opening slowly push themselves away, providing

you an avenue of semi-safe passage.

Also appearing to keep their respected ray blasts
away from the forward path presented, for the most
part, you take the window of opportunity that’s been

forged and proceed to blast out of the passage
at the highest speed possible.

Though clear, the ride is no less bumpy as the
destruction of the surrounding drones continues,

with the resulting energy shockwaves causing you
to keep a steady hand upon the flight stick.

Weathering the first couple of seconds, you then
take note of your current position as being completely
free of the Metro, with the entirety of the Edictal being

seen moving out of view, below, seconds later.

And as you continue to race on ahead, lock in
on the target point on the HUD.  With nothing but the
empty vacuum of space, and passing drone debris,
standing between you and that which hopefully will

save the Edictal from a star studded demise.



WARNING!

Getting further from the destruction, your HUD then
goes into a slight frenzy as it proceeds to bring up

numerous warnings of incoming projectiles.

Now well away from the cover of the Metro, you become an
easy target for the missiles, and as their numbers continue to grow,
of which also appear to be ever so slightly faster than your ever so

slightly slowing ship, the situation shifts to a race to the finish.

Keeping your course as steady as possible on your way towards
the target point, the missiles continue to gain ground behind you

(seen via the HUD projection).  And with only a few hundred meters
left to traverse, you find “cutting it close” to be too little a term, now.

Display (EVI)
(Once nearly at the target)

STEADY

(Short pause as the target is reached)

Mor
(Slight worry)

“EVI?...”

Display (EVI)
(Retyped)

STEADY

(Brief pause as the HUD gives off a proximity warning
for the missiles, both visually and via an audio alarm)

“Eleanor”
(In the background)

“Hmm...”

Display (EVI)

AND...

(Another warning goes off across the HUD as the ship officially
enters the star’s corona, ship begins to vibrate in response)

Mor
“EVI!”

Display (EVI)

FIRING

(Short pause as a projectile is seen racing out past the ship, from below)

COMMENCING JUMP



Barely hearing the drive rev up in the background, over the
sounds of the warning alarms, your vision whites out as the entire
ship is engulfed in the jump tear that is formed shortly thereafter.

Returning moments later, both the ruckus from the cockpit controls
and the vibrations that had been rocking the ship as you approached

the corona, cease, returning things to a peaceful calm.  At least,
audio wise, as the ship then proceeds to drift slightly, giving rise

to a view of the Edictal in the distance, with your vessel now
located on its shadowed starboard side.

And a split second later, shadowed even greater still,
as the the Q-Rad device goes off behind it.

Only getting brighter in the seconds to follow, the massive ship then
vanishes within the expanding shockwave, of which even manages

to up stage the intensity of the star that makes up most of the
backdrop of the scene.  You also take note of the anti-noise it

generates, with everything in the cockpit going completely
dead silent (no engine hum or control beeps, nothing).

Display (EVI)

BRACE

Not slowly down, the wave then reaches your location, and though
it would appear the Edictal’s position has somewhat dampened its

energy, the slamming motion it presses upon the ship is merely
downgraded to a survivable event.



Returning all sound upon impact (loud/crashing), you are violently
jolted every which way as the ship is tossed about, followed by your

sight whiting out yet again, as the wave fully passes over.

Continuing to go on, as your vision is still blinded, things finally
begin to return to normality seconds later as you find yourself

now on the floor of the cockpit, along with everything that wasn’t
firmly attached, now scattered about the entire cockpit space.

“Eleanor”
(Still laid back in her chair, relaxed, with arms behind her head)

(Looks back as you slowly get up, via an animation)
“(Slight smirk, while eyes look around)”

(Turns back forward)
“Quite the mess you made back there.”

“Points for consistency, I suppose.”

Now back on your feet, you completely recover, and as you turn your attention
towards the forward window, look out upon the new view that has been arranged.

That being your ship still located on shadowed starboard side of the Edictal, albeit
a bit farther away, but more importantly, both vessels being an even greater distance

away from the grips of the star, now observable in its entirety in the background.

Mor
“(Deep sigh of relief)”

“Eleanor”
(In the background, still relaxed)

“I wouldn't give three cheers just yet.”



Over the next few moments, your eyes continue to adjust to the brightness
of the star in the distance, and as it does, the Edictal comes greater into focus.

In addition to new scores of missiles, their pulsing orb heads and streaking tails just managing to
flicker against the backdrop of the star’s light, followed by them dipping down into the Edictal’s shadow.

(Simple musical note of tension
begins to play, grows in strength)

Not saying anything in response (unless player waits
around doing nothing), you promptly get back into your

pilot chair and begin to consult with the controls.  However,
in your near panic, you failed to realize, until this moment, the

display and main console are inactive, along with the HUD
and projected flight controls being no longer present.

Mor
(Looks around as she realizes everything is offline)

(Looks at the incoming missiles)

(Short pause as/if player does nothing)
“(Soft/worried) Oh, come on...”

(Auto animation presses a few buttons, of which do nothing)

“Eleanor”
(If enough time passes and player still does nothing)

“Gee...”
“How could one ever think you’ve done this before.”

Clearing your mind for the briefest of moments in response, you
remember a good jolt from one of your electrical blasts may be

enough to get things going again.

And upon doing just that, via releasing a single arc of energy at the
main console, the ship slowly, but surely returns to life around you. 

Engine hum and blaring HUD proximity warnings in all.

Mor
“(Slight gasp/quick sigh of relief) Good girl...”

With the missiles now nearly on top of you, the display then also reactivates.

Display (EVI)
(Already typed out as it flickers back on)

HELLO?

ARE YOU STILL THERE?

ELE?

(Typed out after a few seconds)

COMMENCING JUMP



Entering another jump tear seconds later, your
vision whites out once more, followed by the proximity
warnings going silent and a fade back to normalcy as

the ship enters into its new location.

Nearly pitch black at first, with not even stars being visible
out through the forward window, you fail to gauge where you’ve

ended up.  However, as more time passes, the first hints of
artificial structures outside begin to come into view.

Display (EVI)

HERE
(Sounds come from the control console)

THIS SHOULD HELP

Activating the ship’s bow lighting array, vagueness of
the objects ahead quickly turns to familiarity, as hull plating

of the Edictal becomes observable.  All of which is then seen
descending past as the ship continues to ascend in a mostly
straight vertical heading as it remains in an uncontrolled drift.

Taking control shortly thereafter, it doesn't take long for
you to feel the damage that’s been done as the response
from the engine and overall maneuverability is sluggish at

best, allowing for only small, in-precise movements.

Mor
(If the player decides to retake
control, with the ship still rising)

(Continues to struggle with getting
the ship to move around)

“Hmm...”

“Eleanor”
(In the background)

“When desire exceeds the means.”

“May we be thankful this subject
was of sterner stuff.”

Still not getting much from the ship, you no less continue
to rise, with blunt hull plating soon changing over to more

uniquely designed shapes, followed by it giving way
completely to a modestly sized cavity, which you

presume to be your intended destination.



On top of the forward lights extending out and
shining upon a back wall some distance off within the
cavity, the presence of another energy barrier along
both your left and right sides illuminate the space.

And within moments you realize you’ve entered into
another hanger.

However, unlike the one you departed from at the stern,
the decks here are completely empty of vessels, and is
clearly marked repeatedly throughout the space to be

in service to cargo only.

Mor
“The lower bow cargo holds...”

(Control console makes a series of sounds)
(Looks down, releases hand from flight stick, if on it to begin with)

(Watches as the flight stick projection dissolves away)
(HUD begins to project an auto landing overlay)

(Sees one of the ground level bays extend out its landing pad)

Display (EVI)
(As the ship is landing)

WE MUST NOW SECURE CONTROL OF THE SHIP

WITH THE BEST BET BEING A VITAVAULT OVERRIDE

SO CONSIDER THIS A BACK DOOR APPROACH

(Ship lands with a thud, its structure
groaning as it struggles to hold together)

(Ship powers down automatically,
including the display)

“Eleanor”
(While getting up from her seat)

“Back door, huh...”
(Teleports away)
(Disembodied)

“(Nonchalant) Such is the way for the uninvited.”



Getting up yourself, you then turn towards the
back of the cockpit, where you find the exit ramp lowering
and “Eleanor” already re-manifested.  Her arms crossed,
leaning up against the side, followed by her continuing.

“Eleanor”
“And on that note.  (Starts to clap, patronizing)

“May I just say what a magnificent performance that was...”
(Stops clapping)

“The countless it came from should be so proud.”
(Slightly disgusted)
“How very noble...”
(Teleports away)

(Note: This line depends on how well, or not so well the
player flies the ship/performs during the sequence)

Reaching the now lowered ramp, you descend down it
and begin to walk out upon the cargo hanger deck.

Lit only by the dull glow of the energy barrier (allowing only
minimal improvement from the optical enhancement), dark and

dreary would be the first words that come to mind as an adequate
description of the atmosphere.  Yet, as you continue to walk
around, a series of emergency lighting scattered throughout
the space slowly begin to trigger, of which culminates with

the illumination of the main exit doorway at the opposite end.

Sealed up tight, no less by another bulkhead grade door,
you quickly find yourself at a dead end, only to be greeted

by the dull beeps from your communicator pad.  This is also
joined by several mechanical sounds coming from high overhead,

where you see a smaller door (closed), circle in shape, and a
series of transit lines extending out from it.

Pad (EVI)

BACK DOOR TO

THE BACK DOOR

Returning your sights upwards again, you then watch as the
smaller door jolts open, followed by more emergency lighting

activity from somewhere inside it.

“Eleanor”
(If player doesn’t immediately move to one of the lines)

(Teleports in ahead while walking)
“(Mocking) To the light we are drawn...”

(Teleports up to one of the lines, hangs from it)
“(Louder, downwards, and with some glee) ...An invitation found.”

(Traverses through the doorway)



Quick to follow, you engage with one
of the transit lines and proceed to

pass through the passage.

Extending on for a fair bit, past several mechanical spaces
made up of thick lines of tubing and electrical wires, you then

make a series of turns, followed by rushing out into what
can only be the actual cargo storage area itself.

By far the largest environment you’ve encountered
yet, spanning the entire width of the ship it occupies,
you observe hundreds, if not thousands of containers

stacked its full height, stretching out across each
side/hull wall.  With the service floor below you,
some dozen meters, being composed of even
more containers aligned in a sprawling grid.
Though, a few are seen in fallen over piles.

Continuing to keep your gaze upwards, you also look upon the
just as massive glass wall that looks out into space, in what is still

only just a small section of the V-shaped facade that caps off
nearly every deck at the bow of the Edictal.

Still in the middle of taking in the sight, your line
then takes you further down towards the deck below,
followed by feeding into a junction point that links into
the rest of the network that criss crosses just enough

throughout the space to provide access to every stored
container, as well as to more junctions that feed into the
port and starboard side cavity transit ways.  However,
due to the junction not being in service at the moment,

creating a sizable gap in the line ahead, you are
forced down to the service deck.

(Note: For reference, refer to the “Door Vault” in Monsters, Inc.)

And just as you make contact upon the floor, in what at first
was seen as an inactive operation, soon begins to come to life,

as you hear the sounds of several transit spheres begin to
move away in the far distance.



Beginning to look around, you soon identify the fleeing
spheres exiting out through the port cavity junction, and

though numbering a total of 5, no other spheres, or anything
else for that matter is seen moving about once they traverse

out of view.  The echoes they leave behind reverberating
throughout for several seconds thereafter.

“Eleanor”
(Teleports atop a nearby stack of crates)

(Looks towards the exiting spheres)
(Puts hands on hips)

Turning your attention back to the immediate area that lies ahead, you
find yourself well within the maze like cluster of stacked containers, many

of which are nearing toppling over, no doubt due to the explosion.  Yet
despite this, you find your next goal to be obvious as the dwarfing structure
of the main freight elevator, along the back wall of the space straight ahead,

does well to stick out.

This is compounded even further when the lift itself
is then seen descending down it, seconds later, followed

by the communicator pad going off once again.

Pad
(Static filled, and typed out slower than usual)

UP AND OVER
(Taken over by static)

(Cuts to a blank screen)



Not making much of the message’s delivery, you place the pad
away, and proceed to make your way towards the lift.  All the while

seeing “Eleanor” remain atop the crates ahead, her posture (hands still
on hips) and gaze upon you giving the slightest hint something isn’t right.

Dwelling deeper into the cluster of containers, it isn’t long before you
become inconvenienced by several that have completely toppled over
onto the floor, impeding any further forward progress.  Even sounds of

what seem to be small explosions can be heard off in the distance
ahead. However, after a quick bit of experimentation, you soon find

your telekinesis is just powerful enough to lift most of the cargo
away.  Relying on detours only on the rare occasion.

(Note: Some of the containers can have their contents spilled out, with the
cargo ranging from personal items and spare parts, to Norm “Nutrigel”

emergency rations and other misc. crates.  Some are even empty,
suggesting they were the ones raided earlier by the crew)

Becoming a simple enough set of tasks at first, between removing
crates and some parkouring, you are then confronted by the pad
going off yet again, not long after beginning your trek to the lift.

Pad
(Typed out at normal speed)

ELE?
(Taken over by static)

(Screen blanks out)
(Short pause)

(Typed out slowly, again)

I’M SCARED, ELEANOR



“Eleanor”
(Teleports into the background)
(Slightly mystified expression)

Continuing to look upon the pad in confusion, it then
proceeds to give off static, both via audio and visually.

Pad (?)
(Screen filled with static)

(Speakers sputter with static, followed
by distinct patterns emerging from it)

(Becomes more structured)
(Screen goes blank as audio continues to improve)

“H.... He... (inaudible)”
(Continues to become more clear)

“Hel... (inaudible)”
(Static clears, intermixed with a high

pitched tone that soon balances)
“(Female/Unnerved/quiet) Hello?...”

Mor
(Grabs pad with both hands)

“(Modest gasp)”

Pad (?)
“(Even more unnerved/slightly louder) E... Eleanor?...”

Mor
“W-Who is this?...”

Pad (?)
“(Slight grunt sound, as if afflicted by something)”
(Clattering sounds that move off into the distance)

(Shriek like sound off in the distance)

(Short pause, and if player looks towards “Eleanor,”
she can be seen giving off an even greater expression

of confusion, just short of being outright stunned)

(Sound of person returning to their communicator)
(Heavy breathing which soon subsides)

(Starts with short of breath, and still unnerved)
“Serial two... two... (slight grunt) seven, five”

“Acting Captain, GSS Edictal.”

(Becoming more relieved/relaxed)

“Ava Kain.”



Pad (Ava)
(Continues)

(Slight gasp, as if caught in a revelation)
(Becoming emotional)

“My god... w-”
(As if on the verge of tears)

“...What have I done?”

Mor
(Remorseful)
“Oh, Ava...”

(Note: This entire exchange would be different for a more malevolent playthrough)

“Eleanor”
(In the background)

(Roles eyes, starts to walk away,
then teleports away)

Pad (Ava)
“My crew... all those I... I- (heavy pounding sound on a table).”

“(Gasps)”

Mor
“Hey!”

“Calm down, just... just stay with me.”

Pad (Ava)
(Dragging sound as her fist is removed from the table)

“Yes... please, don't leave.”

Mor
“Of course.”
“In fact...”

Pad (Ava)
“(Hint of displeasure at the end) You’re on your way...”

(Becoming more relaxed, remembering) Right...”
“(quicker) right.  (Hint of fear) Good.”

(Short pause as player continues to traverse towards the lift)

Mor
“Um... how about you keep talking, can you do that?”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports into player’s view, if possible)

Mor
(Continues)

“It’ll help. (Short pause, then with slight reluctance)  As I’ve come to know.”

“Eleanor”
(Smirks)



“Eleanor”
(Continues as the pad is tucked away, out of view)

“Mother’s daughter, indeed.”

(More concerned expression, crosses arms)

“But beware what still stirs beneath.”
“If hidden away at all.”

(Teleports away)

Pad (Ava)
“Oh... alright... yes, yes, that... that sounds good.”

“Umm... huh...”

“To think I was ever good at this...”

(Short pause)

Mor
“Because you were.  (More upbeat) In the end.”

(Short pause as sounds of movement
are heard on Ava’s end)

Mor
“Ava?”

Pad (Ava)
(Deep sigh)

“So... it really is you.”

Mor
(Reluctant)

“Yes.”

Pad (Ava)
“You know... (slight chuckle) I’m not sure what to ask first, really.”

“The why... or... how.”
“And whether I’d want the answer.”

(Note: The player is to continue their traversal
of the containers during this conversation)

Mor
“Hm.”

“Then in that case.”

“Perhaps the truth, will do.”



Pad (Ava)
“The truth?”

Mor
“Specifically, the what, I am.”

“Of which... well, depends when asked.”

Pad (Ava)
“What do you mean?”

Mor
“Do you remember what I told you when we first met?”

Pad (Ava)
“Now there’s a steep price...”

Mor
“Never let a title define you.”

Pad (Ava)
“Ah, my days as a simple shuttle pilot.”

“Busing around the (slight chuckle) old Martian Man himself.”

Mor
“Ambassador, Secretary General, the names come and go, but

underneath it all is... was, someone the world never got to know.”
“Nor could they.”

Pad (Ava)
“T-then what were you?”

“Who was Eleanor Lamb?”

Mor
“(Taken aback gasp) She was... (contemplating)”

(Short pause, as “Eleanor” teleports into view/nearby)
“...She was... Imaginative...”

“Eleanor”
“Dull.”

Mor
“...Caring...”

”Eleanor”
“Neglected.”

Mor
”...Calculating...”

“Eleanor”
“Foolish.”

(Short pause)

Mor
“And... alone.”

“Eleanor”
(Gives a glance, teleports away)



Pad (Ava)
(Slow at first, then a tad bit forceful at the end)

“B-but you had the world...”

Mor
“But the world had me.  A one sided trade.”

“Though... when all was said and done...”

“She did her part.”

“Never wanting to return in fear of losing
all that had been put into motion.”

Pad (Ava)
“Hmm...”

“Then...”

“Then where.”

“Where did you come from?”

“Just what the hell gives rise to such a thing as you?”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports into view/nearby)

“Ever hotter does the sun’s glow grow.”

Mor
“Apathy.”

“And those who would claim otherwise.”

“Yet, far be it from me to let it all go to waste.”

Pad (Ava)
“A-and the... well...”

Mor
“Extraordinary?...”

Pad (Ava)
“Certainly well beyond anything I’ve come
to know.  Or anyone else, for that matter.”

Mor
“(Softer) A dream.”

“Born from a sea of nightmares.”



“Eleanor”
(In the background)

“Tease her more, why don’t you.”

(Modest pause while continuing
to traverse the containers)

Pad (Ava)
“I...”

(Short exhale)
“I don’t know what to say.”

Mor
“Then be thankful, this time,

it only proves your humanity.”

Pad (Ava)
“Humanity...”

“What even is such a thing, anymore.”

Mor
“Hm.  You know, I’ll admit, never in all the times I thought of a world

to be, did I see what eventually came to pass.”

Pad (Ava)
“Would that include even further regrets?”

(Short pause)

Mor
“I guess...”

“I guess that depends on both who’s asking... and talking.”

Pad (Ava)
(Subtle gasp)

Mor
“Understand, if I could have told you... Told everyone -”

Pad (Ava)
“(Interjects) I know... I know.”

“Too much at stake.”
“Too much already in motion.”

“That said, (becoming more emotional) just looking around now...”

“Was it worth it?”



“Eleanor”
(In the background)

“And what goes around, comes around...”

Pad (Ava)
“What are we now?  (Bittersweet chuckle) Let alone where and when.”

(Slight grunt, sounds of placing hands on table)

“(Hint of strain) Why...”

Mor
“(Worried) Ava?...”

Pad (Ava)
“(Powers through the strain) Why did I do it?”

(Series of short gasps)

Mor
“Don’t go there, Ava.”

Pad (Ava)
(Grunts, with a hint of anger)

“Then where?”
(Almost as if about to cry)

“Where do we go from here?”

Mor
“Easy... you have to let it all go...”

Pad (Ava)
“I... (grunts mixed with an exhale, and sound
of her laying down upon the table) I can’t...”

(Barely audible)
“Why, why, (whine like) whyyy...”

(Sound of her quickly backing away from
the communicator on her end)

Mor
“Ava?...”

(Short pause of silence)

“Where’d you go Ava?...”
(Sounds of items being thrown about in the background)

(Modest pause as nothing but silence is then heard)

Moments later, you then hear what sounds like another shriek, followed immediately by
something hitting the communicator on Ava’s end and the transmission abruptly cutting out.

Mor
“(Under breath/regretful) Damn.”



“Eleanor”
“Hm.  Could of gone worse.”

“Why make good with that which
you’ll only lose anyways?”

(Teleports away)

(Disembodied)
“One would’ve at least learned that much.”

Not getting anything from the pad in the moments to
follow, you re-gather yourself and figure all that can

be done is to continue the trek towards the lift,
now only a little ways off ahead.

Between lifting and jumping, you make further progress.
Though, as simple as things have been to navigate thus far,
you soon come upon several containers that have manage

to combust.  The resulting infernos being left to rage as
nearby drone spheres continue to lay dormant

as a result of EVI’s current limited status.

Due to their contents, the heat generated is more than
enough to be felt from a fair distance.  Hot enough even to

cause your “naturally” boosted electromagnetic field to begin
to flare up, causing you to cease in getting any closer.

“Eleanor”
(If player looks over one of the fires for a long enough time)

(Teleports into view, if possible)
(Looks around at her own field flaring up)

“Oof... and thus we see why one should never go with second rate.”

Still keeping your distance, you decide to clear a path through the blaze
via your cryo ability, rather than take a longer way around.  And upon

making headway, you begin to push through to the other side.

Continuing to expel ice, your efforts begin to become a strain, yet
just as it feels as if you might be consumed by the rest of the blaze

that surrounds you, a breach is made into a clearing at last.

And as you enter into it, you find the base of the lift,
along with the lift pad itself, and even a lonely

container within it, lying in wait.



Approaching the lift, you find its controls are no longer powered, possibly
due to being rocked by the recent combustion of the nearby containers.

In any case, you figure a good jolt should get things going again.

Before doing so, however, you also get a closer look
at the lonely crate thats positioned at the lifts center.

Unlike the many prior, this crate is neither unmarked nor
baring the Norm insignia.  Instead, you find the Life Beyond
Earth’s circle within a circle branding across its side, along
with what looks to be a sign of tampering, as the top cover

is seen as being ever so slightly out of alignment.

Leaving it to just an off to the side observation, for now,
you move to the lift control console, and upon providing the

energy you presume is needed, watch as it returns life.

“Eleanor”
(In the background while player begins to manipulate the lift controls)

“(Carelessly intrigued) What do we have here...”

Mor
(Presses the up command on the controls)

(Subtle click sound is heard in the background,
near the crate, like something activating)

(Lift starts, then jolts to a stop, followed by giving off straining sounds and deactivating)

Slightly startled by the jolt, you then observe the
following message on the lift control’s small display:

ERROR

WEIGHT LIMIT EXCEEDED

“Eleanor”
(In the background)

“Huh... (Humerus) Is that so...”

Mor
(An actual question, once approaching container)

“What, indeed...”



Now taking a heavier interest in the container, you at first think to just telekinesis
it off the lift.  Yet, try as you might, it refuses to budge even an inch.

“Eleanor”
(In response to the crate not moving)

“Oh...”

“...The immovable object.”

“Truly, we find ourselves on an odyssey of all things.”

Not giving up on blunt technique, you continue to try to push/pull the crate off the lift.
You even resort to just blasting/disintegrating the thing away (all player choice).

“Eleanor”
(If enough time passes after player tries blasting it, if they blast it)

“You done?”

Mor
“(Subtle disgruntled sound)”

“Eleanor”
(Once player starts to interact with the crate)

“Nothing but the best grade, (slight disgust) for the top grade.”

“Yet, I wonder...”

(Note: If the player tries to use the x-ray vision, they will find the inner crates
are once again shielded, along with a faint trace of odd looking energy pulsing

out from the bottom area, causing appropriate responses)

Mor
(While opening the top)

(Observes the first inner container)
(Moves hand in to open it, with a slight bit of caution)

(Opens the container)
(Quickly pulls hand away from the container upon getting a glimpse inside)

(Looks off into the distance to the side in slight shock)
(Sees “Eleanor” standing, hands crossed, slightly elevates eyebrows in response)

(Slowly pans back to the container)

Returning your gaze to the now opened inner container,
you completely take in what you’ve uncovered.  That being

an extremely old looking box.  Faded teal in color, of which is
slowly chipping away.  And across its top, the following symbol:

Going further, you then open the box.  Its contents
holding far greater weight than any symbol could.



Mor
(Carefully grabs hold of the recorder with both hands)

“(Subtle gasp)”
“(Even more subtle gasp)”

“Eleanor”
(In the background)
“Weight in coal...”

Mor
(Slowly goes over recorder with fingers)

“(Soft) I-It can’t be...”
(Turns to “Eleanor,” with recorder still in hands)

“Eleanor”
(More surprised expression)

(Slightly looks behind her, then back)
“Don’t look at me.  You’re the one that decided to bring the damn thing...”

Mor
“Out of all the containers?... (Slows as she looks/feels over the recorder again)

“With you being an awfully... good... way...”

“Eleanor”
(In the background)

“Ha...”
(Starts to walk around, as Mor continues to look over the recorder)

“So, I guess such charges include the lift, as well?”

Still looking over the recorder as you come to grips that it has to be the real thing, you
then hear the click sound from earlier go off again, followed by the lift control console giving

off a loud beep and the lift ascending, shortly thereafter.

And on top of all that, the communicator goes off as well.  Its screen showing only the following:

QUESTIONS FOR A DIFFERENT TIME



While also observing a more erratic field of flickering
static across the pad’s display, the message then

disappears within one of the flashes.

“Eleanor”
(In the background)

“Odd... but nonetheless, I concur.”

Mor
(Puts pad away with one hand)

(Looks over recorder with both hands one last time)
(Places recorder into her jacket)

With the lift getting up to full speed moments later,
you continue to scrounge through the container to pass
the time (all still done in the same animation sequence).

And as you do, open up several other boxes that contain
items of yours.  Ranging from clothing and jewelry, to
more personal belongings, such as the necklace you
use to wear during your later years in Rapture (seen

during BioShock 2), and even the broken frame containing
the edited portrait of your mother, and you as a child.  Its

condition, like the “Mr. Diary” audio diary, now much older and
degraded than what you observed during the memory experience.

“Eleanor”
(In the background)

(While still looking over items)
“Your accusation is not without merit.”

“I’ll give you that.”

Continuing to delve deeper, you then
reach past the extent of what belongs to you, with the

remaining area of the container, along the bottom,
consisting of a sizable, space black colored enclosure.
Its entire structure looking to be hastily welded to the

surrounding outer container.

And though you desire to know more, nothing you do to it,
not even more blasting (a small, precise blast is done

as a part of the animation), produces any results.

Mor
(Slowly swipes hand over the surface of the black box)

“Eleanor”
(In the background)

“Heads up.”

Turning your attention away from the container, you move your gaze
upwards as you watch the lift begin to enter into the next area.



Arising out from a short,
completely enclosed section

of lift track, blunt metal structure
gives way to a modestly sized
space, covered in more piping

and electrified wires.

No doubt another mechanical section
of the ship, you see its respected

floor landing coming into level view,
with the lift track then continuing further

beyond that.  However, upon getting
within a few meters of the landing,

the lift then gives off a series of
more odd sounds, followed by it

jolting violently to a halt.

Mor
(Watches as the container jolts away somewhat

in response to the lift quickly stopping)

Shortly thereafter, you then hear your
communicator go off, yet again.

Pad

I’M SORRJDFBNJM

(Short pause)

YOU’LL HAVE TO CATCH ME

IF YOU CAN

Mor
(While holding pad with right hand, slowly grabs it with her left, as well)
(Camera slowly pans around while still looking over the display overall)

“(Soft sigh of disappointment)”

“Eleanor”
(In the background, ahead)

“(Slightly annoyed) Don’t be like that...”
(Teleports up to the above level landing)

Mor
(Player regains complete control)

“Eleanor”
(Continues)

“This one’s far more fun.”



Saying nothing, you watch “Eleanor” walk out of view, and after placing the
communicator away, proceed to make your way off the lift via a short leap up.

Mor
(Right after reaching the landing)

(Note: The following only happens for a more benevolent playthrough)
“You know, this...”

Stopping mid sentence, you find no trace of “Eleanor,”
and seeing as you heard no teleport sound of any kind,

find yourself somewhat confused.  This is then compounded
as you are again overcome by a vision pulse.

Right up there with the worst, you nearly fall to a knee, but
managing to keep upright, you power through.  Yet, no matte how
still or calm you try to be, the pulsing only appears to get worse.

Mor
“(Grunts of pain)”

(Shriek sound off in the distance, of which gets closer)
(Peaks in loudness as it gets nearly on top of you)

(Suddenly cuts to silence, with no echo)

Mor
“(Calms down)”

(Modest pause)

Nearly recovering to as you were before, a stillness falls over
the environment, seemingly a bit more so than just moments prior.
And out from the calm, you then hear the sound you’ve come to

miss so much.  The slow groan of a Big Daddy.

Mor
“(Quickly) Father.”

A fair ways off at first, the groans soon continue moments later, allowing you to better pin point
their origin.  A location buried in a mess of numerous branching off corridors of pipes and wires.

(Note: The origin is different each playthrough)

Still in a slight daze, you fixate all your attention on
tracking down the source.  And though no easy task by itself,

you soon begin to observe the flickering green glow you
experienced before, down one of the corridors.

Moving down it shortly thereafter, you then receive another message on the pad.

STAR GUARD System Log F 08:24   S 2.2.76

LOCKDOWN BREACH DETECTED IN MECHANICAL S24

NULLIFICATION FORCE AUTHORIZED



Only making a casual note of the message,
you place the pad away and continue to follow

both the groans and flickering glow.

Taking you through several corridors and connecting
junctions, the place is nothing short of a maze of the

Edictal’s mechanical underbelly.  No surprise seeing as
when you decide to look over the current read-out of the

Map Maestro, both the VitaVault chamber and EVI
mainframe, the two most intricate components

of the ship, reside but a few decks up.

Of course, what starts as a form of follow the leader,
soon turns to a higher stakes game as you begin to
hear numerous humming sounds in the distance.

Their intensity increasing with ever turn you make.

In what can only be what the Star Guard has dispatched
to deal with you, anxiety is soon dampened by some

ease as interestingly enough, these call signs of Delta, your
father, have manage to lead you away from danger.

Exiting out into a more hefty sized junction area,
you find yourself a few levels above the ground floor.

And as you continue to look out, watch as the still
encroaching humming exposes itself as several
seeker drones.  Their shells pulsing with energy

that sweeps across ever square inch of the
immediate space they pass by.

Mor
(If player watches the drones for too long)

(Vision pulses again)

(Right hand is pulled into view, its palm pulsing with red hot energy)
(She places her left hand over it, struggles)

(If player turns away from the drones, the energy dissipates,
and if not, it is discharged, thus alerting them)

Not letting one of your other inner selfs get the best of you, yet again,
you turn away from the drones and flee the junction area.  Following

the glow to what you now presume to always be safe passage.

(Note: A more malevolent player
would not have such guidance,

thus forcing them to either
stealth the area by themselves,
or plow through “guns blazing”)



Becoming a fair assumption in the time to follow, you continue
your weaving traversal through the mechanical corridors.  And
though the drones appear to close in on numerous occasions,
your dedication to instincts of a “cooler head,” manifested via

Delta, always manage to keep you one step ahead.

When they sweep low, you go high.  When left, you
steer right.  And when seeming to be cornered, you
demonstrate patience, rather than lash out in fear.

That said, every time you nearly come upon being
discovered, with even just a single drone in view, in
the distance, the urge to attack returns.  Your inner

desires never laying silent, regardless of what seems
to be a moment of temporary suppression, in terms

of physically manifesting, that is.

Doing well not to make a mess of things when
none is needed, you press on further still, until at

last, the humming from the drones becomes nearly
inaudible in the depths that now lay behind you,

with them fading away completely shortly thereafter.

Still being navigated by the glow and groans, you also
notice at this time their strength appearing to wane.  The

groans creating less vibrations, and the light’s flicker
only just managing to pierce through the pitch

blackness that engulfs the space.

Getting only weaker with every passing moment, you soon
find yourself slowly fading into both darkness and silence, with

even your optical enhancements failing to providing any aid.  And
in time, only the sounds of your breaths are all that remain,

each getting heavier as the unknown consumes you.

(Note: Before total silence, automatic sounds of Mor dropping down into a new space are heard)

Seconds after that, and the sounds of one of the drones
suddenly rings out directly ahead, followed by a flood of light

and arcing electricity erupting outward from its shell, exposing
its location just a few meters before you.



Growing in intensity, you can only shield your eyes in response.  Yet, just as
the light reaches the precipice of completely blinding you, the scene flickers
away, returning the area back to normal dim lighting, along with the drone

being replaced with none other than “Eleanor” herself.

Her expression conveying nothing short of utter frustration and contempt.
(Note: Again, this would be different for a malevolent playthrough)

“Eleanor”
(Slightly moves head down, with her eyes tracking the player)

(Arms remain down to her sides, though her right hand can be seen being made into a tight fist)

Mor
“(Subtle sigh, a mix between relief and worry)”

“Eleanor”
(Continues to stay put, her eyes tracking the

player if in front, closing them if behind)
“(Deep inhale/exhale)”

“(Most annoyed yet) I grow tired of this... this...”

Mor
“Weakness?”

“Eleanor”
(Becomes flustered)

(Gives off a shriek sound as she teleports away)

Mor
(Violent vision pulse)

(Remains standing, though player movement is made sluggish)
“(Grunts in pain)”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“(Anger) Weakness?!”
(Intense pulse)

“Is it weakness to do ones own?!”
(Intense pulse, becomes more sluggish)

“To lead, rather than be led?!”
(Pulse/Sluggish+ between each line)

“To survive?!”
“Conquer?!”

“And thrive?!”
(Slight pause as pulses begin to subside)

“To do what must be done.”

(Teleports in up ahead as player control is slowly returned to normal)
(Starts to walk away, then stops to look around, as if making a notable observation of something)

“Hmm... (with a hint of enjoyment) Hm...”
“Weakness.”

(Teleports away)

(Disembodied)
“Is it weakness then... to keep the ones you love?”
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02
WARNING

Mor
(After a short pause as normality returns)

“(Soft) Words of Ryan die hard.”

Receiving no response, you embrace both the silence and
what looks to be another junction space you managed to

enter into while passing through the pitch blackness.

Vastly larger than those prior, you find your location to be nearly
at its center, of which contains a massive bundle of more wires
and pipes feeding into the ceiling structure.  You also identify

an outlier line that bears a “LC BYPASS 2” label.  Its outer
covering now completely burnt away, while overall

showing no signs of being active anymore.

Looking around further and you spot numerous exit points.  Each heading
out in all directions.  Though, not wanting to back track in fear of running into
a real seeker drone, of which you assume have been eluded, for the moment,

you look towards the doorways across the way.

Making way shortly thereafter, you then hear the room start to give of all kinds
of mechanical type sounds, followed by an alarm mechanism going off atop each

of the doors and their respected bulkhead grade doors slamming shut, one
after another in quick succession.

Happening so fast, you have little time to react.  So little even,
you fail to produce any kind of verbal response before the PA

system begins to ring out as it is activated overhead.

PA System
(Sound blows out, then corrects)

PA System (Kain)
“Ahhhh...”
(Chuckles)

(Short pause)

“Do you see now?”
“I know you do.”

“(Hint of anger) It’s all you are and ever will be.”
“Thus...”

(Deep inhale/exhale)
“...I leave the rest to you.”

(Audio cuts)

The very next moment, you then hear more alarm sounds.  This time,
from numerous side panels next to each sealed door.  Their respected

displays showing the following message:



02
WARNING

“Eleanor”
(Teleports in front of player, or as close as possible)

(Crosses arms)
“How tragic.”

(An O2 meter on the displays can be seen dropping rapidly)
(While player is allowed to scramble about, in vain)

(All sounds, except hers, become muffled,
then fade away completely)

(Player movements again become sluggish over time)

“To perish by vacuum.”
“Had only it been the more interesting of the two.”

“Similarities, sure.”

“The boiling blood.”

“Swelling tissue.”

(Nearly all sound is gone now)

“Explosive lungs... though (slight chuckle)...”
(Mor stumbles to the ground)
(”Eleanor” teleports into view)

(”Eleanor” crouches down)
“...You’re smart enough to at least avoid that.”

(Internal sounds of Mor fully exhaling are heard)
(”Eleanor” stands back up)

“But, God... to flash away... to return to the stardust
from which we came, in a mere instance...”

(Teleports away)

“Such would suffice...”

“...For a goddess.”

Now a trembling mess on the floor, you slowly feel yourself
begin to fade away, like you did during your tumble through space.

Yet among all the pain, you manage to notice an ever so slight
vibration come from your jacket (controller vibrates).

And mustering what little strength remains, you manage to take
out the communicator pad, of which reads the following:

HOLD ON, ELE



Just managing to make out the message as
your condition continues to deteriorate, only a few
more moments pass before a sizable orb of light
begins to flicker in and out of existence on the
other side of the room, joined by dangling arcs

of energy, soon thereafter.

Getting more intense as time passes, all the while
occurring in near absolute silence (vibrations are felt, though),

the flickering mass then appears to stabilize.  Its energy pulsing
outward, causing everything loose in the room, including you,

to be pushed back.  Pinning you against the far wall.

Certainly no help to your current state of being, everything
then becomes a blur, though just before completely losing
sight of what’s happening, you see the orb then dissipate,
followed by an object of near equal size taking its place.

However, other than identifying vague shapes, the
blurriness overpowers you, with intermediate moments

of blackouts beginning to occur, as well.

Regardless, one thing is clear.  The event in question is
most certainly a Quantum Jump.  And though technically

not being conducted in atmosphere, in this case, the effect it
has upon the interior structure of the ship is still catastrophic.

So terrible in fact, you hear sounds, albeit muffled as your
ears have no doubt been ravaged up to this point, all around,

as the air tight bulkhead enclosing the junction buckles
under the stress.

Causing new oxygen to pressurize the space, you receive
some respite, though only enough to keep you alive, with your
sight finally giving in as your body begins to enter into another

period of regenerating itself.

But just before the darkness takes hold, yet another sizable ball of
light flashes forth upon you.  This time, of a softer kind, with the dim

silhouette of what looks to be a person, emerging out from it.



(Modest pause as complete darkness and silence set in)

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Yet now, reduced to a damsel...”

“...Lying in wait for her knight.”

Starting to come to, seconds later, your vision begins to
return in a series of flickers as your regenerated eyes

attempt to open.  This is then followed by more blurriness
that then slowly sharpens.  And as you look out upon what
is presented before you, the interior ceiling structure of one

of the scout space crafts, comes into view.

Mor
“(Soft grunts as she awakens/adjusts to her healed body)”

Continuing to awaken, you find yourself
lying on your back upon a seat bench located at the
ship’s back area, and as you turn your head towards
the forward section of the cockpit, observe the vague

shape of a man helming the controls.

Moments later, your vision improves, allowing you to make an ID.

Mor
“(Soft/In a daze) A-Alex?...”

(Slight relapse, which then quickly subsides)
“Alex?!”

(Quickly sits up)

“Alex Maxson” (EVI)
(While still manipulating some controls)

“Still worlds away, I’m afraid.”
(Starts to turn towards you, while still sitting)

“Hello, Eleanor...”

(Looks down slightly while
giving off a slight chuckle)

“Though... if the data still serves...

(Starts to look back up)
“...Ele worked for him, too.”



Mor
(While trying to get up onto her feet)

“(Chuckles in response to the comment)”
“(Sudden grunt of pain cuts the chuckle short)”

(Starts to lean back down)

“Alex” (EVI)
(While getting out of his chair)

(Outstretches right arm)
“Easy there...”

(Moves in to comfort Mor, placing his
right hand upon her shoulder)

“(Humorous) ...You’re not quite back together, just yet.”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports into the chair “Alex” just left)

(Keeps her attention forward)

Mor
(Relaxes into an upright position on the chair)

(Note: Player can only manipulate the
camera during this sequence)

“Alex” (EVI)
(Slowly takes hand off Mor’s shoulder)

(Observes his hand, as if somewhat puzzled
at what he just did)

Mor
“Huh.”

(Shrugs around a little)
“Interesting copy.”

“Alex” (EVI)
(Stops observing his hand, but keeps his gaze downward)

(An ever so slight field of static crosses over his appearance)
(Puts right hand into a soft fist)

(Keeps looking down at the floor)
“(Somber) If only that were so...”

Proceeding to flicker (not the same as the prior static), the hard light projection
of Alex’s appearance soon breaks down into an abstract, humanoid shaped

mesh, exposing the drone sphere inside for a brief moment.  This is then
followed by the light reshaping into a new appearance that soon

renders into reality.

Interestingly enough, the appearance is you.



A past you, that is, specifically how you where just prior to the attempt on your life,
with the EVI recreation even wearing just as timely attire, in the form of business wear.

Fully coming into being, the two of you can only observe one another.
(Short pause)

“Eleanor”
(Slams both arms down upon the arms of the chair she’s in as she quickly gets up)

(Teleports in next to the EVI “Eleanor”)
“If only I could’ve been a betting girl.”

(Crosses arms, lets sequence continue)

“Eleanor” (EVI)
(Bittersweet smirk)

“(Audible inhale/exhale)”

Mor
(Looks down)

(Slightly nods a few times)

“Eleanor” (EVI)
“I was made prepared for many things...”

Mor
(Looks back up, returning camera control to player)

“Eleanor” (EVI)
“...But never this.”

(Short pause)

“Eleanor”
“(Ahem)”

Mor
“(Subtle gasp)”

“H... (regathers herself as emotion nearly gets the best of her)”
“How much?”

“Eleanor” (EVI)
“(Slight smirk while looking away/downward)”

(Looks back up towards Mor)
“All he could recall.  Yet now... well...”

(Another field of static, a bit more noticeable than the last, goes through her appearance)

“Eleanor”
“(Smirks)”

Mor
(Brings right hand into view and watches the skin finish healing)

“(Slightly flexes hand, then relaxes) Now...”
(While getting up, with what’s said/done next only occurring during benevolent playthroughs)

“Would seem time for everything else.”



(Upon player interacting with the EVI “Eleanor”)

“Eleanor” (EVI)
“(Side eye look) And you’re sure about this?”

Mor
(Looks down slightly)

“I’ve always owed him as much...”
(Looks back up)

“Eleanor”
(Passes by in the background, arms still crossed)

“Yet could never pay...”
(Teleports away)

(Disembodied)
“...Or so you chose to believe.”

“Eleanor” (EVI)
(Inviting expression)

(Puts right hand atop Mor’s left shoulder)
(Slightly looks up, eyes remaining fixed on Mor)

Mor
(Vision begins to slightly pulse)

With EVI initiating a cognition plot, you begin to
experience a gentle vision pulse, of which starts to

slowly fade away moments later.  However, just before
leaving you completely, a strong pain overcomes you,

followed by the vision becoming violent.

Mor
“(Grunts, with the vision pulses becoming so extreme, the environment quickly

begins to cycle through several other different environments, all within Rapture)”
(Some move around, as each is a different person’s point of view)

“Eleanor” (EVI)
(Seen letting go, while another static field

crosses over her, the worst thus far)

Mor
(Slightly stumbles back from EVI)

“(Audible breathing, slightly looks away)”

“Eleanor” (EVI)
“(Gasps)”

(Looks over hands)
(Backs into sitting down on one of the

side seating areas in the cockpit)

Fully recovering, you move back over to EVI, of who remains in a
shocked like state (interaction is required to continue the sequence).



(Upon interacting with EVI, with Mor
slightly leaning in towards her)

“Eleanor” (EVI)
(Still looking down over hands)

“So many...”

(Looks up at Mor)
“So many minds.”

Mor
(Slightly backs away)

“Eleanor” (EVI)
(Her gaze wanders)

“And so many questions...”
(Focuses as she returns to looking towards Mor)

“...With just as many answers.”
“As if to finally have but merely a taste of the

experience that is the source of my genesis...”

Mor
(Player control restored)

“So...”
“...Now you know.”

“What he... What they, never could.”

“Eleanor” (EVI)
(Slightly tilts head, akin to what “Data”

from Star Trek would do)
“(Unsure) Debatable...”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports in next to the right side pilot chair)

“Logic, at long last.”

”Eleanor” (EVI)
“But it matters little now...”

(Gets up from the chair with haste)
(Walks over to the center control console)

(Starts to manipulate controls)

With the ship still residing in the now severely
damaged junction area, you figure EVI is prepping the
ship to get things moving again.  Though, it appears

to have taken her entire attention in the process, prompting
you to take it back (again, interaction is required to

continue the sequence).

Note: During a malevolent
playthrough, EVI would suggest

Mor’s body is in far worse shape,
due to having put a higher strain

on her ADAM supply, and not
wanting to lose her “completely,”

decides to download her data
while she was still unconscious,

in an act of desperation.

With the conversation to
follow being more reserved

and less talkative.



“Eleanor”
“In a hurry, again, are we?”

(Upon player interacting with the EVI “Eleanor”)

Mor
(Starts to slowly lean into EVI via an animation)

“EVI?...”

“Eleanor” (EVI)
(While still manipulating the control console)

“Hm.  Caught on, have we.”
(Stops manipulating the controls, places both hands upon the console for a brief moment)

(Turns back to Mor)
(Another wave of static passes over her appearance, again, worse than the last)

(Bittersweet smirk)
“Perhaps this will make things more clear... (humorous) though it’s certainly not the thank you I wanted to give.”

(Communicator pad beeps)

Mor
(Slightly double takes towards EVI as she moves to take a glance at the pad)

Pad
(Screen is flickering intensely)

DATA CORRUPTION CLUSTER DETECTED

CRITICAL SYSTEM FAILURE CASC4DE IZ PR9ERE3S

Mor
(Quickly turns gaze away from the pad and back to EVI)

“Eleanor” (EVI)
(Becoming more distorted/static like, while still keeping a bittersweet expression)

“Lead them home, Lamb.”

(Turns towards “Eleanor”)
“And you...”

(Distortion becomes worse, but subsides for a brief moment)

(”Eleanor” becomes slightly taken aback, arms still crossed)

“Know your place...”
(Her hard light breaks down into a mist around the drone sphere)

Disappearing completely seconds later, you watch as the drone
sphere goes inert.  Its mass landing with a thud upon the floor, and the
following being exposed behind it across the control console’s display.

COORDINATES LOCKED

COMMENCING JUMP
A split second later, the cockpit is engulfed in the light of the jump.

The intended destination you know not where.



(Blinding light continues, with all kinds of
crashing like sounds being heard moments later

as the ship seems to smash into something)

(Modest pause as this continues,
with the noises slowly fading away)

(White light remains)

Mor
(White light slowly begins to fade away)

(Right arm seen reaching outward, with the environment
now being the surface of the ocean, once again)

(At the same time, she quickly falls to her knees, while remaining upright
and her arm still outstretched, now reaching towards nothing but air)

(Water splashing is heard)

(Short pause as she then slowly retracts her arm out of view)

With your vision fully returning moments later, you can only
remain where you have fallen.  The calmness of the ocean water

slowly flowing past you and the sun beginning to set in the
distance doing little to offset what has just transpired.

(Short pause as the scene’s ambiance sets in)

Mor
(Slowly pans around a little, as if full of turmoil)
(Moves view downwards towards right hand,

of which is seen trembling at first, then is
put into a tight fist that only gets tighter)

Continuing to let your emotions build inside, a
breaking point seems near.  Yet, before going

any further, your attention is then taken by
a voice from behind.

Sofia Lamb
(From behind)

(As if disappointed in what Mor was about to do)
“Eleanor.”



Mor
(Hand weakens from a fist, though it still trembles for a moment, then fully relaxes)

(Drops hand out of view)
(Looks straight ahead towards the setting sun)

(While slowly getting up)
“(Upset) I thought I made it clear...”

(Gets up)
(While turning around)

“(Angrier) No more tricks...”

Turning around, you find the Rapture lighthouse off to the side in the distance, while directly
ahead, you observe Sofia, your mother, lying in a lonely hospital bed.  Her state being

fragile to say the least, and her once full head of hair now cleanly shaved off.

(Note: This exchange would of course be different for a malevolent playthrough)

Sofia
“(Frail throughout) No... (Coughs)...”

“...No tricks.”

Mor
(Still in an animation)

(While quickly moving to the bed side)
“(Soft) Mother.”

(Reaches bed side, leans in
slightly and looks over her)

Sofia
“Oh, Eleanor...”

(Camera focuses on her left hand, which
slowly moves to take hold of Mor’s right hand)

(Closes eyes as she feels something)
(Deep inhale/exhale)

(Opens eyes, focuses)
“(Slightly nods head) Such pain... (coughs, worse than before)”

“...yet you are no stranger to it.”

Mor
“(Gasps)”

(Pans away, looks off into the distance)

Sofia
(As Mor turns attention back to her)

“It’s not fair, I know... I know.”
(Subtle cough)

“To stay, as all we do is go.”

(Heavy coughs)
(Mor leans in more, tightens her grip to Sofia’s hand)

“But such is the burden, (while exhaling) of the Utopian.”



Sofia
(Continues)

“Yet, I am without regret...”
(Catches breath)
“As should you.”

Mor
(Looks downward, as if in doubt)

Sofia
“And though you could not be there for me...”

(Mor looks back up to her)
“You must always be there, for them..”

“For... (coughing fit)...”
(Short pause as she regathers herself)

(Mor tightens grip even more)

“(More frail) For a world will always be.”
“With the only question then being...”

(Slightly pulls herself closer to Mor, even more frail)
“Will you see these times grasp salvation...”

”...or damnation?”

“Eleanor”
(From the side, causing Mor to turn to see her now standing right behind the bed)

“(Sadistic tone/expression) Time to find out.”

Swinging her needle geared arm across you a split second later, you watch the projection of Sofia
flash away as you are propelled back some distance.  Your body slamming onto the surface of the

ocean water and skidding to a stop seconds later.

Mor
(Slowly clambers around the surface water as she tries to get up)

“Eleanor”
(In the distance, getting closer)

“Mother, Charles, Tenenbaum, Alex, EVI, and even your very sisters and thyself.”

“From cancer, to conspiracy... of which I know you’ve pondered to be a possibility.”
(Mor now on her back, looking up at the sky, with “Eleanor” moving into view, looking down at her)

“History can only agree.” (Faint, off in the distance, “Dallas...” and “...3 shots fired...” are heard)

(Right after that, over “Eleanor’s” shoulder, and high up above, your ambassador shuttle is
seen exploding, briefly casting her in a silhouette, with her eyes glowing a faint yellow)

(Slightly turns to notices the explosion, then while turning back to you...) “All they do is (kicks you, grunts) take...”

(Now on her side, Mor struggles to look towards “Eleanor” who is now looking at the horizon, of which now contains
a crescent moon with rings, and begins to put both hands into tight fists, arms bent, out forwards/to the sides a bit)

“One oh so little piece at a time.”
(Mor turns as she begins to get back onto her knees and elbows)

“Until now... nothing remains...”
(Environment begins to fade back into reality, with the sun being seen as nearly set, in the distance)

“(Getting angrier) ...But her.”



Fading back into reality, of which you quickly see to be a mangled mess of
structural pieces and pockets of fire (a small spark explosion nearby marks the

complete return to reality), in what use to be the ship you were in, you
return to an upright position, while still on your knees.

Mor
(Briefly pans around the ruined cockpit)

(Returns gaze to her right hand, of which
tightens into a fist, this time nearly instantly)

Again letting emotions overcome you, the fist you’ve made only gets
tighter with each passing second, while also being joined by the sight

of numerous nearby debris pieces jittering about as they appear to
be effected by the considerable amount of energy you are giving off.

However, just as before, you ease prior to reaching a breaking point, though
with nothing but sheer self control causing you to do so, this time around.

Mor
(Short pause as she relaxes and debris settles back down)
(After getting back to her feet and player control is restored)

“(Hopeful) And them.”
(Shriek sounds are heard racing away,

but without any vision pulsing)

Completely returning to the time at hand, you proceed
to acquire a full bearing of your surroundings, and no matter

which way you look, only ruin is to be found.

Though certainly not a place to stick around in for very long,
due to the ever growing infernos, you do decide to take one
last look at the drone sphere that still lies nearby.  Its mirror

like exterior finish now crushed, scrapped, and burnt.

Mor
(If player decides to interact with the sphere)

(Enters into an animation that has Mor crouch down to the
sphere, with her right hand palming it as she observes)

(Short pause)
(After taking hand off the sphere)

“(Soft) I follow...”

(After getting up and player control is restored)
“...(while exhaling/letting go of emotions) I follow.”

(Note: For a malevolent playthrough, Mor succumbs to
anger, with her energy completely destroying what remains
of the ship and drone sphere, and the next sequence being

done while she is in an ADAM fueled power-trip)



Standing back up, you again take stock of the ruined ship that lies around you,
and upon having your fill, proceed to make an exit.  Though, not before sounds

of shifting structure are heard overhead.

Also in the direction of what looks to be the remains
of the drop ramp, you press forward with caution (player

choice, of who can just blast their way out, if they so desire,
though not without consequence), yet seconds later, the

scene then moves out from your control as the
ceiling structure begins to be ripped apart.

Staying put, you watch as the ripped portions are then fully pulled
free from the ship, with the largest piece being thrown upwards and
away, out of sight, followed by a short pause as the smoke created

begins to clear overhead.  And as it does, you discover the
location you’ve jumped into is the Captain’s Concourse,

with the sight coming into view being its massive
spanning beams that hold up the Metro above it,

way off in the distance.

Of course, any relief is soon snuffed out, as seconds after
that, the bulky mass of a seeker drone slowly hovers in, filling
in most of the hole that’s been created.  Its shadow covering

both you and nearly everything inside the wrecked ship.

Tensing up, you ultimately decide to remain where you are, and
refrain from engaging with the seeker in any way (player choice).

Seeker Drone
(Beeps a few times as it appears to notice you)

(Sharply turns to player location, starts to shine a light upon them)

(Short pause)

(On board display activates)
(Star Guard insignia is shown in green)

(Slowly starts to turn towards a nearby fire)

Turning its attention away from you, its on-board
display is then seen typing out the following over

top the still green Star Guard insignia:

DEPLOYING FIRE
SUPPRESSION

PLEASE STAND CLEAR



Heeding the drone’s message, you make a quick escape from the wreckage by
leaping up through the hole that was created.  And upon reaching the above area,

you begin to look out across the expanse that is the Captain’s Concourse.

Stretching on in both directions along nearly the entire length
of the ship, you look upon the stern section, where you observe the
now cold and inactive Quantum Drive chamber off in the distance.

While turning right gives sight to the forward bow “V” window
structure, along with everything before it being cast in light

from the nearby star.  Its pulsing glow being just dull
enough for you to see without straining.

In addition to this, the thin, but still just noticeable silhouette of the
main lift, the very same you were locked out of at the start of all
this, can been seen slicing the view in half.  With the shadow

created doing the same along the floor of the concourse.

Returning your attention to the immediate area, you begin
to make your way down from the tiered section your vessel
jump crashed into, and at the same time, observe as the
drone begins to expel a Master Blaster caliber freezing

agent upon the surrounding fires.

Being joined/aided by several other drones in the time to follow, of which are seen
scattered throughout the concourse in numerous clusters, you continue to give

them all a wide birth, thus avoiding confrontation, for now.

Reaching the ground level shortly thereafter, you then take a look towards
the inert drive chamber once more, and though it’s not your current locale

to reach, the sight is certainly less than reassuring for the long term.

Mor
(If player looks towards the drive chamber in the distance for a long enough time)

“(Sighs) One crisis at a time.”

(Communicator pad begins to give off audio static)

“Eleanor”
(Manifests a meter or so ahead, arms crossed, displeased expression/tone)

“(While slightly tilting head down, eyes still locked on Mor) Your constant calling.”

(Note: “Eleanor” would be used in place of an invisible wall,
keeping the player from traversing any closer to the drive chamber)



Mor
(While player is still in control)

(Camera quickly moves downward, followed by the pad being slowly brought
up into view, with the camera then panning back up to normal view)

Pad
(Screen completely shattered, not active)

“(More brief sputters of static)”
“(Static becomes more consistent)”

“(Static suddenly cuts out)”

(Short pause)

Pad (Ava)
“(Out of breath, quick) Lamb?”

Mor
(Reacts by nearly moving the pad completely out of view)

(Generates a bit of noise)

Pad (Ava)
“(Elongated gasp)”

“(Sound of something hitting a metal surface)”
“(Sound of a chair slightly twisting in place)”

Mor
(Immediately after)

“Don’t...”

Pad (Ava)
“(Tired, emotional) Then what?...”

“What am I to say for myself now?”

(Note: Player is to continue moving towards the forward bow section
of the concourse during this time, with any player invoked confrontation
with the drones causing the exchange to end.  Also, during a malevolent
playthrough, the power-trip would still be occurring, with “Kain” speaking

over the PA system, since the pad would have been destroyed
with the ship, while the drones are dealt with)

Mor
“Nothing.”

“I’m nearing the bridge now.”

(Short pause)

Pad (Ava)
“It’s... (more chair sounds)...”

“...It’s dark.”
(Audible inhale/exhale)

“(Hint of panic setting in) I-I can’t...”

Mor
(Interjects)

“(Instilling confidence) Yes, you can.”



Pad (Ava)
“(More intense chair twisting sounds)”

“(Soft/trembling) Oh, god...”
“Oh-(grunts as something overcomes her)”

Mor
“(Louder, concerned) Don’t let it back in, Ava...”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports in some distance up ahead)

(Arms still crossed)
(Teleports in and out of existence, as if being disrupted, while remaining in place)

Mor
“Give it the fight I know you can.”

Pad (Ava)
“(Loud sound of something hitting a metal surface, presumably a fist)”

(Everything goes silent)

(Short pause)

Pad (Kain)
“A fight...”

“Eleanor”
(Returns to full manifestation)

Pad (Kain)
“(Sounds as if items are being quickly slid off a table)”

“(Becoming more confident) ...Is all that remains to be done.”
(Audio cuts)

Mor
(Pulls pad out of view as if defeated)

“Eleanor”
(Teleports away)

Left to silence, all you can do is finish your push towards the bow end of the concourse.
And upon doing so, followed by descending its grand staircase, you at last reach the

glass facade entry way to the bridge.  Though now seen as completely sealed
up via numerous bulkhead grade panels.

PA System (Kain)
(Audio blows out, then corrects)
“At last, all is as it should be...”

“Save for two.”
(Bulkhead panels begin to rise, audio cuts)



With the facade becoming completely unsealed,
you pass into the Bridge itself, and though pitch
black inside at first, more panels begin to unseal

across the opposite forward view area.  The star’s
light that’s let in, as a result, doing well to illuminate
the space well before your optical enhancements

have a chance to auto brighten the space.

Near blinding at first, your sight continues to adjust,
followed by the remaining surrounding areas of the Bridge
coming into view moments later.  And as you begin to take
a proper look around, you make two notable observations.

The first being a mess of sketches that have
been drawn all across the forward windows.  Their

subject matter ranging from mathematical graphs and
notes, to odd spirals and splitting, root like line diagrams.

The other observation being what isn’t present.

The Captain herself.

Mor
(Once player reaches the empty Captain’s chair, of which has the only active console)

(Directly observes the console once player interacts with it)
(Console is seen displaying the same “FAIL SAFE MODE” as seen during the main game)

(Note: The Crew Quarters and VitaVault entries are still
sealed off, just as they are during the main game)

(Continues to only observe the console, then watches the following be typed out at the bottom)

ONLY WE CAN THRIVE
(Short pause)

CARTOGRAPHER DECK ACCESS GRANTED

Just then, you feel a series of vibrations beneath you, followed by the entire Captain’s chair space
descending downwards into a short section of enclosed decking that then gives way to a sizable space

underneath the bridge.

Of which, contains a broad view of the nearby star, and
the silhouette of a lonely figuring looking over it.



Kain
(While lift is still descending)

(In the distance, her gaze still set upon the star)
(Hands behind her back)

“But you... (slight chuckle)...”

“...You’ve always denied yourself such pleasures.”

(Lift reaches the floor, stops with a noticeable jolt)
“Until now.”

(Continues once player steps off lift)
(Lift begins to ascend back up to the bridge)

(Note: Other than leaping and teleporting, the player is allowed to
do whatever they desire during this time, even attack Kain)

(While still facing the star)
“A funny thing, fate...”

“My end assured, on that innocent spring morning, if not for you.”
“The lowly pilot shown to be so much more.”

(While turning around, keeping her hands behind her back)
“So, here I am.”

“The culmination of all our short comings.”

“Waiting to be judged.”

Saying nothing else, silence intermixed with subtle humming sounds from the ship descend upon
the scene, with Kain only remaining in place.  Her gaze continually fixated on your location.

Mor
(Right hand brought into view after a short time, if player does nothing

right away, with the palm being shown as pulsing with energy)

(Note: The player can either outright attack Kain, or do nothing, the latter causing Mor to
simply respond by slowly lowering her hand out of view as the energy fades away)

(However, in this case, the former is done)

Dispatching any further thoughts on the matter, you quickly take aim upon the target that’s
been presented to you.  And with little hesitation, you proceed to discharge a modestly sized

blast of heat energy towards Kain (again, any ability or combo can be done).

Completely engulfing her form shortly thereafter, you then watch as your efforts actually do nothing.
With only her appearance then flickering in and out of existence.  The illusion exposed.

The altered drone sphere, with a crude transmitter sticking out from it, made evident underneath.

Kain
(While appearance is still flickering)

“(Smirks, becoming distorted by static) Hm.”

“(Pleased/Relieved) Human after all... (becomes more distorted) Good.”
(Flickers gets more intense, followed by the hard light

misting away and the drone sphere dropping to the floor)



Watching as the drone sphere hits the floor with a distinct thud, a short pause
is then observed as it rolls to a side and settles, followed by the sight of a single

vessel, presumably of the same class you used, rushing out from overhead
outside.  Its racing speed only matched by the numerous missiles that

then begin to trail it seconds later.

All occurring in space, only subtle vibrations are heard in response as the scene
unfolds.  And as you continue to observe the craft, its trajectory heading towards

the star, the surrounding PA system begins to go off.

PA System (Kain)
“To unknown shores we travel.”

(Abnormal looking energy begins to pulse from her ship)

“Yet in nature’s wake we follow.”

(The ship’s appearance begins to blur, with
duplicates phasing/vibrating in and out all around it)

“(Struggles at the end) The way it was meant to be.”

(A dull vibration can be heard overcoming the Edictal in response)
(Sounds of her chair twisting, things shifting about)

(The following is only said for Benevolent playthroughs)

PA System (Ava)
“(Tired/Frail, yet a hint of humor) Should be quite another sight to be seen.”

(Becoming distorted as her ship’s quantum drive continues to activate)
“My greatest apologies, Madam General.”

“(As if struggling to keep her other self at bay) For strength has failed me...”
“But never so weak to deny...”

“(Heavily distorted) You’ll find a way, or it’ll find you- (audio cuts).”

Flashing away a split second later, what seems like absolute silence overcomes the environment.

Then suddenly, another flash, this time from the star, as its entire
mass proceeds to swell to an intensity never thought possible.



Only getting brighter, the star then makes another sudden change
as it quickly implodes in on itself, with only a few small clusters of

its atmosphere managing to be ejected outwards.

Continuing to get smaller, the brief silence that proceeded the event
is then overtaken by several booming sounds as the gravity from the

ever increasing density of the star begins take hold of the Edictal.
Its pull turning the ship to the starboard side, and the resulting
jolts tossing you, and every other loose thing, every which way,

followed by being violently slammed against the side wall.

All happening so fast, you temporarily black out.

(Short pause as screen goes black, but the sounds of the ship
straining and more objects tossing about are heard in the background)

(The loudness of the sounds slightly dip)

(Note: The following exchange, and version of the sequence
after that, only occur during a benevolent playthrough)

(Short pause as inaudible mumbling begins to be heard)
(Gets more structured)

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“(Annoyed, disappointed) Oh my god...”

(Mumbling gets more clear)

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

(As Mor’s eyes begin to slightly open then close, her location being seen as across
the side wall, with the entire ship now sideways due to the star’s gravity)

“(Annoyed/disgusted) You would-(distorted/odd teleport sound)”

(Mumbling gives way to what sounds like a man’s voice)

“Alex”
(As Mor’s eyes suddenly open back up to a normal view)

(Out of view)
“Ele?”

Mor
(Still on the ground/wall, slowly/slightly pans head around, sees nothing)

Seeing nothing but a now mess filled, half inverted
Cartographer room at first, a lonely hand then proceeds
to stretch down into view off to your right.  Its palm open

and inviting towards you.



Focusing your attention on the hand, you then move to take it,
and as you get back onto your feet, upon the side wall that is
now the floor of the space, due to the change in gravity, you

begin to observe the new “Alex” manifestation.

Dressed in the same Olympus style clothing you remember him wearing during his
“flesh and blood” days (player has not seen this version yet), along with having long

flowing dark brown hair, rather than his cut short, dressed up “Upload” look (overall evokes
his Native American heritage even more), the two of you proceed to merely exchange

glances (”Alex” smirks) for a brief moment before you attempt to make a remark.

Mor
“(Sigh of relief)”

“Alex”
(Interjects as she sighs)

“Oh, we’ve got no time for that...”
(Looks past Mor, out to what’s happening outside)

(Teleports to the back area of the room)
(Now in the distance)

“...And perhaps soon, no time at all.”

A second later, the entire ship is then rocked by another
series of intense jolts, tossing things about once again.  And

though you keep your self up right this time around, you quickly
turn your attention towards the window area, where you

look out upon what has become of Tau Ceti.

Now only a fraction of its original size, the core of the star has
imploded into what looks to be a black hole, though far more intense

looking than any natural one thats been observed prior.  As if a
quantum jump tear and a singularity had merged together.

Still some ways off, any current effects seem to be only just toying with
the ship.  But as time, or what’s left of it, continues to pass, you experience

more jolting/tugging motions, each more intense than the last.

Knowing full well things are only going to get worse as the Edictal’s
orbit proceeds to quickly decay, you then turn back towards “Alex,”

of who seems to be waiting, not by the lift, which looks to be inoperable
(player can try though, if they want, causing “Alex” to respond in kind),

but next to what appears to be a maintenance hatch of some kind.

Of which, bears a small EVI symbol.

Note: During a malevolent
playthrough, “Eleanor” would
remain, though mostly as a

visual presence, as you
make your way to the

VitaVault alone



Beginning to move, you soon adjust to the new arrangement
of the space as you traverse across the wall that is now the floor,

all the while keeping your balance and passing through flying pieces
of debris as the jolts continue to wreak havoc on the ship.

Approaching “Alex,” you also come to the realization
a short leap up will be required to reach the hatch

now, as a result of the redirection.

“Alex”
(Once approached)

“(Reassuring, slightly nods) Just like old times.”
(Teleports away)

Making the leap moments later, you grab hold of the hatch’s
handle, and though locked, you then quickly place your free

hand upon its center, of which begins to glow a hot read,
causing the metal to melt away shortly thereafter.

(Note: Player will enter into an animation upon leaping up towards
the door, however, they can also blast it away before jumping, as well)

Proceeding to crawl into the shaft that becomes exposed on the
other side, you see “Alex” already inside, sitting half in and half out

into the space it leads into.  His gaze peering back at you.

“Alex”
(Teleports away once 2/3rds through the shaft)

Reaching the end, the sizable area turns out
to be another shaft, though far larger in all dimensions and dotted
with numerous more hatches and doorways.  However, due to the

half inversion, what was originally a lengthy corridor interconnecting
the respectable mechanical spaces, is now a vertical section, with

both the top and bottom directions leading into pitch blackness.

Continuing to look out through the hatch,
you then feel another jolt hit the ship, followed by several hefty

sized pieces of debris racing down out from the above darkness,
followed by them vanishing into the very same down below,

giving off a series of crashing sounds seconds later.

With this only continuing in the time to follow, the space looks to be
nothing short of a death trap, but seeing as the access points above are just
out of your leaping and teleporting range, with no visible latching on points in

between, you conclude progression is intended to be somewhere “below.”
Of which, is then confirmed.

“Alex”
(Moments later)

(Teleports into one of the below doorways that’s already open)
(Leans out/Gesture waves)



ERROR

CRITICAL SYSTEM
FAILURE

Teleporting away shortly thereafter, you take the hint and
make a careful descent down to the opening, all the while

avoiding the debris that continues to fall periodically.

(Note: The debris comes in waves, and if the player misses
the doorway, they will auto teleport into it, with “Alex” returning

nearby, helping her up, suggesting he intervened)

Now in the doorway, you look down the sideways corridor it
leads into, and though uneventful itself, you observe a red glow

at its end, in what is a turn into another section or new area.

Reaching it and you find the corridor widens, with several
side pockets branching off from it.  And within each, you observe

numerous displays scattered about, with the still active
ones displaying only the following:

Though all sideways, as well, it becomes impossible not to gaze
upon them as you make your way over to the opposite side,
of which is another doorway that “Alex” then teleports into.

“Alex”
(Lies in wait)

(Bittersweet expression)
(Once approached, gestures through the doorway, guiding)

(Teleports away)

Electing to move past the room of painful reminders as quickly as
possible, you promptly exiting through the doorway, where you walk
out into a more catwalk like section, surrounded by what could only

be described as some of the wirery guts of the now defunct EVI.

Putting on physiological blinders, you keep your focus straight
ahead, allowing you to reach a stairway that, before the latest event,

leads further down.  At the same time, you also hear a slight clattering
off in the distance, below.  However, still blocking any non essential

thoughts at the moment, you proceed to “descend,” requiring a
blasting/melting away of the stairs as normal traversal

is no longer possible, or at least easy.

And upon getting past that, you come to another door, this time sealed up tight via a
bulkhead, though thankfully, connected to a console that is currently in the fail safe mode.

Proceeding to input your override code (animation, with the console being easily
accessible, though still sideways), you then hear the clattering sound once more,

now close by, behind you, causing you to take pause in your
inputting in order to take a look, out of caution.



A slow turn, at first, away from the console, you then look out into the
darkness that lies behind you, and following a short pause as the clattering

gets louder, its source at last reveals itself.  A lonely drone sphere.

Rolling out from the darkness, it then slows to a stop roughly a
meter away from you.  And after observing another brief pause, it

begins to manifest into the uploaded version of Alex.

Alex Manifestation (Drone Sphere)
“Greetings.”

“If you are seeing this message... (somber) then I’m afraid EVI has ceased in operation.
And until systems are restored, fail safe protocols dictate that all critical functions are

to be now undertaken by the VitaVault, with the re-routing of all bridge command
lines to be completed by the termination of this message.”

(Short pause)

“I... (short pause) sincerely apologize if this inconvenience has come to pass.”
(Manifestation mists away, followed by the sphere being gently lowered back onto the ground)

With the drone going inert, silence returns.

Mor
(Still in animation, camera tilts down slightly)

(Slowly turns back to the console)
(Starts to input the rest of her override code, then stops)

(Places both hands upon the console as emotion overcomes her)

“Alex”
(Heard teleporting in)

“Hey...”
(Moves to comfort her, of which can be

seen just within Mor's right side field of view)

"You did everything you could.  (slight chuckle) And them some."

"For them, and for her."
(Teleports away)

Mor
(Re-gathers)

(Finishes inputting the code)

“Alex”
(At the same time, disembodied)

“I would know.”



VITAVAULT 001

Accepting your AMORDELTA override code, the door then
opens, giving way to another catwalk section.  With the

environment it passes through looking to be within
the ceiling structure of a larger area underneath.

“Alex”
(Teleports in up ahead, standing sideways to

you, as if the space’s gravity was correct)
(As you enter)

“(While gesturing towards you) Careful now...”

Mor
(Upon entering the space, field of view slightly pulses and

her orientation is reset as proper gravity is restored)
(Staggers)

“Alex”
(Teleports in close, keeps Mor upright)

(Backs away as player control is restored)
“(Slight chuckle)”

“Always the odd sensation when the proper becomes foreign.”
(Teleports down to the area below the catwalk, next to another hatch)

(Lies in wait)

Back to proper orientation, you also realize the jolts have stopped,
with the ambiance being just as perfectly calm, and as you head

over to “Alex’s” location, proceed to open the hatch.

“Alex”
(As the hatch is opened, or blasted opened)

“And here we are.”
“At cradle’s heart.”
(Teleports away)

(Disembodied)
(Said once player drops down through the hatch)

“With tomorrow but one task away.”

Dropping down the hatch, you immediately identify the area
as the forward entry plaza to the VitaVault.  Its Cherry Blossom
covered floor several meters below being dimly illuminated via

several emergency lighting fixtures that are still active.  While to
the side, the emergency shutters have since closed over its

respected section of the bow’s “V” window facade.

Making an easy enough landing seconds later, the environment
continues to be engulfed by an absolute calm, and while peaceful in contrast

to what’s happened and is still happening, you soon turn your attention to
the side access door.  Its console also awaiting the proper override code.



0000000000

Making haste to the door, you soon input your override code
once more, followed by passing into the outer housing

chamber of the vault.

Right away, you observe its protective shell covered in a dull glow,
with the light around it distorting ever so slightly.  In what must be
the artificial gravity being generated that is allowing the area to
be orientated correctly.  Of course, as nice of a sight it is, you
continue your quickened pace and board the lift that provides

access to the central control room.

“Alex”
(Teleports onto the lift once it begins to rise)

(While looking around)
“She’s a helluva ship.”

“(Pleased) As versatile as those who made her.”
(Short pause)

“To imagine, (softer) what could of been...”
(Slight chuckle)

“Though of course, I can always ponder of its paleness to what is possibly still to come...”
(Lift reaches the control room)

(Teleports away)

Reaching the control room, you walk off the lift and enter into
the first banks of monitoring stations and other machinery that
are responsible of keeping the peace at the very heart of the

Eden Project.  From gravity control and management of its self
contained power supply, to the Terraform Director System control

and vital signs of each of the passengers currently in stasis, the room
is seen as being alive with automation.  While in the distance, ahead,

out through the view windows, you observe the 10,000 pods that,
for all intents and purposes, house the seeds of a new Tomorrow.

(Note: Only movement is allowed at this time, no abilities)

Returning your attention to the task at hand, you then move over
to the main control terminal, and upon taking a seat (animation once

interacted with), you begin to contemplate your next move.

Mor
(Plops into the chair in a quick, almost depressed manner)

(Looks over the array of displays and information being shown)
(As if in a slight daze)

(Attempts to manipulate something, then slightly turns away)

“Alex”
(Teleports in behind a nearby station, looking away from Mor)

“They certainly are something.”
"Thus... all that can truly be done.  (Puts hand atop a nearby display) In what is to be given."

"(Turns to Mor) Is but only a chance."

Mor
(Short pause, looks down slightly, then takes out the audio diary, holds it with both hands, looks over it)

"Alex"
(As Mor looks back up at him)

(Subtly nods)

"Eleanor"
(Teleports in next to "Alex," as if she just managed to pull it off)

(Becomes alerted/anxious of Mor holding the recorder)
"Don't you fucking dare-"

Mor
(Interjects by pressing the record button)

(Both "Alex" and "Eleanor" vanish at the same time, no teleport)

“(Deep inhale, then exhale)”
(Short pause)
“She’s gone.”

“It’s just you and me, again... (slight chuckle) Mr. Diary.”
“Though, in a way, I suppose who ever is to hear this, too.”

(Modest pause as she starts to manipulate controls)

“I know not who... or perhaps even, what, you are, but I do know this,
if you are hearing this, then we made it...” (sigh turns into a slight chuckle)

“...or at least, they did.”

“However, if your desires are more, desperate, then I’d guess the landing was... less than perfect, and the
Vault has stowed itself away.  (Slight chuckle, sees a display showing the status of the Quantum Drive, along
with a sizable EVI ERROR - REIGNITION FAILURE label over it) Maybe next time, I’ll have more options to

choose from.” (In a NAV panel, she slightly hesitates as she contemplates, then types in the coordinates:
63° 2' N, 29° 55' W, followed by backing away, while still sitting)

“Of course, like any good cocoon, it’s only temporary.  But for the sake of time,
and eliminating the need for any further brute force, I hope these words reach you well.”

(Short pause)
“Agnus Dei.”

(Modest pause)
“Goodbye, Alex.”

“And to this, (slightly looks around) Anabelle Mor...”
“...The last remains of Eleanor Lamb.”

(Shot pause, then presses the record button again, deactivating the recorder)

With your mind at last made, and goal of getting to the
Drive chamber set (presses one last button that unlocks and

lights up a door within the vault that reads “Engineering”), you
get up from the control chair (still in an animation), where

you observe yourself now completely alone within the room.

Every thought and action now being yours alone.

Still holding the recorder, you then look around
(still in an animation) for a proper safe keeping location,

and upon eying the nearby storage lockers along the
back side of the space, you move over to one,

where you proceed to place it inside.

Mor
(Starts to open locker, then stops and thinks, followed

by closing it and marking it with her blast ability)

(Opens locker again)

(Slowly places recorder inside the locker, in a
manner as if this is the true final goodbye)

(Slowly closes locker, player control restored)

Having finished putting the necessary pieces in play, you then move out
of the control room and into the VitaVault sphere itself.  Descending down

towards its center, at which time you take one last look around at those who
will succeed you.  And just before heading off through the Engineering

doorway, you make note of the lonely sphere that is without light.

The pod of the no show passenger, 00451.

Its very absence of being doing well to represent
those who will never see Tomorrow.

Passing through the Engineering doorway moments later,
you traverse through another section of the outer vault space,

followed by coming to another set of doors that look to head into
Engineering proper.

Also lit up and unlocked due to your actions at the VitaVault controls, you
then proceed to pass through it.  Yet, as soon as its double doors slide away,

you become exposed to the current state of the rest of the ship.

That now being completely inverted 180 degrees, and looking to be what
most would label as “all hell breaking loose.”  And speaking of loose, the specific
space the doors lead you into is a lengthy straight shot passage, with numerous

wires along its side panels hanging “upwards” and sparking, as they’ve either
been severed or disconnected during the unrelenting stresses brought on

by the nearby black hole.  Of which is still out of sight, though
obviously no less felt.

Mor
(Via an animation, steps into the space and flips 180,

so as to step onto the ceiling that is now the current floor)

Stretching on for dozens of meters, if not at least a hundred, you make good
time and reach the opposite side without incident, though not for a lack of trying
from the environment in the form of exploding side panels, heavy sparking, and

more severe jolts.

Coming to another set of double doors, you find them to be of bulkhead grade, though slightly open,
with each door still attempting to slide apart, but appearing to be jammed (slide back and forth in place).

And upon leaping up to them and grabbing hold, you proceed to use your strength to push
them even further apart, allowing you to pass (for a benevolent playthrough, the groans of

Delta can be heard just barely over the surrounding sounds of chaos,
as Mor strains to push the doors apart).

Moving into the next space, you then arrive at what seems to be the mid-section of a giant
shaft, surrounded by several branching off areas that house the numerous power cores and monitoring
stations for the Edictal’s conventional thrusters.  But ignoring them and turning your gaze downwards, in
what would be upwards in normal gravity, you find what is the bottom of the Drive Chamber, its massive

structure suspended over the shaft, of which exists to discharge it in an extreme emergency.

Not wasting any further time, you then proceed to fall down the shaft, landing upon the bottom
area of the drive seconds later, and turning your attention upon the series of hatches that

provide access to the inner workings of its floor structure.

Easy enough to get into, you blast one of the hatches away, crawling into the lattice work of wires
and pipes it gives way to.  And though all still inverted, you discover some much needed aid,

in time, in the form of a small cavity that contains a small station and a piece
of machinery labeled: EMERGENCY GRAVITRON GENERATOR

Obviously not active at the moment, you quickly decide to feed it some juice, and thankfully enough,
it roars to life, followed by normal gravity being restored.  At least, to the Drive Chamber.

Diving back into the dense workings of wires and pipes, now with a correct
orientation, it isn’t long before you reach the upper other side, where you

exit out through another hatch.  And as you step up, look out upon
the inside of the Edictal’s one of a kind Quantum Drive.

Dwarfing you in size, and only slightly smaller than the transparent chamber that houses it,
with the Captain’s Concourse being seen outside, your attention is briefly kept to the outer

regions as the calamity of the situation is at last fully revealed in the form of even more intense
jolts, and the sight of the now much closer black hole.  Its central mass and accretion

disk filling up the entire background behind the above Metro.

Turning back to the drive, you find its core to be completely cold, with no signs of activity,
other than a nearby control station that again reads: EVI ERROR - REIGNITION FAILURE, along

with the coordinates you inputted earlier.  However, as you continue to observe both the station and the
drive itself, it becomes clear all that’s really needed is a super sized spark.  With this presumably being

done in a perfectly precise and controlled manner via EVI, during normal operations.  But seeing as
normalcy departed some time ago, you proceed to make use of your talents, in order to

literally jump start the ship’s locomotive heart.

Mor
(Interacts with the central power cables that feed into the drive, on its starboard side)

(Leans into it, then slightly backs away to look back at the sight overhead, of which motivates)

(Makes a fist, of which she covers with energy)

(Heats up her other hand, then slices the cables, bare handed, at the mid-point with one quick stroke)

(Grabs hold of the cables with her energy hand and begins to transfer energy, though it does nothing)

(Looks back up at the sight overhead, again, with things only getting worse looking)

(Grabs cables with both hands, engulfs her entire body in energy,
similar to what she did at the end of BioShock 2)

Completely engulfing yourself in energy, you make use of every drop
of ADAM that flows within your veins, and as your output continues to

get more intense, you at last begin to see results.

Suddenly sparking into existence, the upper holding chamber of the drive begins to pulse with an
intense blue toned light, with each successive pulse you give only causing it to grow stronger.

Still feeding energy, you then turn slightly, albeit in a struggle, in order to get a view
out through the bow, and surely enough, you find the beginnings of a jump tear starting
to form out ahead of the ship.  And thanks to the gravity of the black hole, the need for

conventional thrusters will not be needed, as your current orbital path will bring you
straight into contact with the tear.  So long as it remains open.

With each passing second, the drive’s intensity increases exponentially, along with your
struggle to keep hold and provide energy doing the very same.  Yet, as you again look upwards,

your motivation also increases as sight of the Metro towers being ripped apart, in
an upwards motion towards the black hole, begins to unfold.

Moving in closer, you then give one last push with everything you have left to spare, and then some,
causing you to go to a knee as your body begins to buckle under the stress.  However, during this time,

you look once more towards the ever growing tear out ahead, and in the moments to follow, the
ship begins to enter through it.

Much faster in passing then during your arrival jump, you quickly see it begin to close as the mass
of the ship appears to drain the drive, and as you attempt to compensate, only further ravage your

body.  Yet despite it all, the tear’s equivalent to an event horizon passes over you, and
though not completely through just yet, you body finally gives out and you slump to the floor.

Instantly cutting off energy to the drive, the tear then suddenly collapses, and as it comes in contact
with the last third or so of the ship’s stern, you watch in a slight daze as it slices it away, leaving nothing

but a view into space and a final pulse as the tear vanishes away completely.

Still slumped over on the floor, you hear absolute chaos downgrade to just vibrations and off in the distance
crashing, as the ship continues to move forward.  But, as you try to regather yourself, the drive then begins to

violently discharge the energy it still has left, all the while refusing to power down, followed by it entering into what
can only be described as a run away effect.  No doubt, due to the amount of raw energy that was supplied to it.

Now spewing tear like energy all throughout the chamber, you are
suddenly pushed back towards the control station, and as you continue
to look around while in a dazed and severely weakened state (clothing,

at least around the arms, have completely burnt away) you find
the controls only confirming what you see via a RUN AWAY

WARNING.

You also observe the following, as you then
slowly turn your gaze towards the outside.

The Earth and Moon, while overlaid with several tear like structures that proceed to show differing versions
of each respected area they pass over.  And though bringing some peace to you, in the sense that you’ve
made it home (Note: The idea is, out of all the possibilities, one jump is bound to lead back to the correct
universe, with the black hole, its gravity slowing down time from the Edictal’s point of view, causing it to

return 136 years later), you then look back towards the control station and the master release lever
for the chamber’s emergency discharge mechanism.

Becoming a struggle to so much as even lift a finger, you try to reach for the lever, yet no matter how
hard you try (all an animation), you can’t quite make it.  You don’t even have any energy left to use telekinesis.

“Eleanor”
(Teleports into the background, in view)

(Displeased expression, begins to approach)
(Abruptly stops, puts arms up to her face as a green light begins to shine upon her)

Mor
(Slowly struggles to look behind her)

“Delta”
(First seen with his gaze looking towards “Eleanor,” with the green light from his head gear keeping her at bay)

(Slowly turns his gaze to Mor)
(Grabs her hand)

(Helps her reach for the release lever)

All happening as the tears inside the chamber continue to grow in number and furiosity, you
feel the strength of your farther surge through you.  And upon gaining just enough distance, you

reach out for the lever, with your father’s Big Daddy hand being seen atop it with a slight
transparency that then disappears as you at last grab hold.

Quickly pulling it down shortly thereafter, you then hear several unlocking sounds all around,
followed by the chamber quickly falling down through the emergency jettison shaft.

Again slumping down (leans against the control station), you
can only watch as distance is put between you and the rest of the
Edictal that proceeds to enter into the Earth’s atmosphere.  And
as the surrounding tears seem to peak in volume all around you,

a short calm is observed, followed by Delta once again appearing.
His bulky mass crouching down on one knee and his right hand

outstretching towards you in an inviting manner.

Moments later, and everything flashes to white as the drive ruptures.

(White screen slowly fades into a wide shot of the Rapture ruins,
with the drive explosion being seen going off in the distance, and the

resulting shockwave reaching the camera seconds later, of which
causes a nearby piece of building debris to slowly shed away,

revealing the following)

(Upon dimming enough, the small twinkle from the
Olympus explosion also becomes observable)

(Modest pause as the scene plays out)

(Screen cuts to black)
(Benevolent playthrough achievement labeled, “One of Many” is displayed)

(Credits begin to roll)

(A few moments after the credits begin to roll, the TDS long
count number fades into view along the bottom of the screen)

(Number keeps counting down, reaching zero once the credits end)

(Screen cuts to black again, in addition to sounds of
unlocking and something powering up in the background)

(Screen slowly fades in and out as eyes begin to open)
(A white mist is seen slowly fading away, giving view to the

interior of one of the VitaVault pods

(Camera slowly pans around as the player’s character slowly wakes up)
(More unlocking sounds are heard directly ahead, along the pod’s door)

(A reflection of the character’s face is briefly seen in the small
circular window on the door, of which is random each playthrough)

(Door opens outward moments later)

Awakening from your slumber, you fall forward, and though you grab hold to the sides
of the pod to steady yourself, your still weaken state, due to emerging from stasis, causes you

to slightly stumble out onto the ground.  At which point you then look out upon the rest of the pods
throughout the vault that are also going through the waking cycle (the first few rows, at least).

Looking to have had a sizable head start, you remain alone within the vault, yet as you
continue to come to, observe the three main exit/entry doors at the sphere’s base begin

to slide upwards. The light they let in being quite the welcome sight in contrast
to the dark and cold atmosphere of the vault.

Fully getting up on your feet, you then move over to the doors, and as you walk out into the outer
plaza area, observe the array of long dead/burnt away Cherry Blossoms, along with the forward “V”

window facade.  Of which, looks to be completely covered in some kind of built up material,
yet is semi-transparent, allowing natural light to fill the space.

Moving deeper into the space, and you notice something glistening atop one of the planters closest
to the window facade.  And as you reach it, observe a note and a rusted over wrench, of which has

a small portion that looks to have been recently polished (player is giving an interaction prompt).

Player
(Picks up the rusty wrench with their right hand, the note with their left)

(Looks over note, then begins to look over the wrench)
(A teleport like sound is heard coming from the other side of the window facade, along with a dull pulse of light)

Putting things together, you then turn your attention
back towards the window facade (still in an animation).

Player
(Feels out the wrench, similar to what Jack would do while idle during BioShock)

Hitting the facade with one clean stroke, a sizable section shatters away, along with the built
up material.  And following a brief moment of blindness, as the true intensity of the light floods in

through the opening, the scene outside slowly fades into view.

That being a vista full of building rubble and rocky terrain, now overtaken by natural growths of all kinds, in
addition to fully mature trees and a view of the ocean in the distance, with a rising sun emerging from the horizon.

The faint appearance of the moon and its severely degraded and separating “rings” are also observable.

More complex life becomes apparent, as well, as both a bird and a butterfly are observed flying into the space.
(Note: Way off in the distance, on the left, what look to be two crosses made of broken rebar, with one

bearing three necklace looking items of some kind, can be observed.  Also, in a small patch of sand a few
meters ahead, four sets of footprints, one by itself and three together, though two are particularly

closer to one another, can be seen)

Still taking in the sight, you then hear clattering behind you, and as you turn
to observe (still in an animation), watch as a lonely EVI drone sphere

rolls up to you (comes to a stop about 2 meters away).

Drone Sphere
(Slowly manifests into "Eleanor Lamb," looking as she did
just before the assassination attempt, though with long white hair now)

(Deep sigh of relief/pleased to see you)

(Short pause)

“Eleanor Lamb” (EVI)
"Welcome home."

(Screen cuts to black)

(Short pause as all sounds echo away)

(Achievement labeled, “1 A.C.E.” is displayed)

(Player returned to the main menu)

The AfterShock saga continues in:

Note: During a malevolent
playthrough, “Eleanor”
would appear without

challenge from Delta, and
as she observes the tears

around her, becomes pleased
by what she sees, suggesting

what is to happen may
not be an end.

Note: During a malevolent
playthrough, only “Eleanor”

would be visible in the room,
with Mor causing her to
vanish via the recording

in what looks to be a more
selfish/betrayal/vengeful kind

of way, with the recording itself
then being slightly different.

Thus, during each playthrough
of the main game, which
version of the recording

is played would be
randomly chosen.


